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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
An extensive review of grain quality indicators and measurement 
methods was conducted in order to assess the feasibi1 ity of using remote 
sensing technology to develop a continuous monitoring system for use 
during grain transfer operations. It was found that there is a large 
number of indicators of grain quality. Many have meaning or are of 
value only for a small segment of the user population but are very 
important to the interested user. Most detection methods were found 
to be too slow or too expensi 'Ie to be intcorporated into the normal 
inspection procedure of a grain elevator on a continuous basis. Pre-
sent sensor technology is such that, "at the present, remote sensing of 
most quality indicators would be both difficult and impractical. 
" . 
Two indicators were identified Which showed potential for auto-
maHon. however. MoistUre content and Broken Corn and Foreign Material 
both show potential for automation and are of an economic value which 
will mak~ an automated system of value to a grain handler. 
A microprocessor based system which utilizes commercially avail-
able electronic moisture meter was developed and tested. The system 
will control sampling and measurin:g of moisture 'content at time intervals 
determined by the user. The system can also calculate running averages, 
send messages when upper and lower limits are exceeded, and perform 
other control functions. The system when tested performed all functions 
expected of it. 
A method for automat; n9 BCFM measurement is descri bed. InCOI"para-
tion of BCFM measurement into the microprocessor based system tested 
can be easily accomplished with the development of some rather simple 
mechanical equipment. 










At each point in the market system where grain owners hop changes, 
there is need for a detennination of the quality of that grain. This 
is necessary in order to establish a price and also to assure that the 
material is suitable for the intended use of the buyer. 
The volume of grain exported by the U.S. in recent years has made 
a major contribution toward reducing our trade deficit. Complaints of 
poor grain quality are detrimental to the expansion of this export trade. 
Improved methods of evaluating grain quality could result in an increase 
in the quality of grain shipped as well as better acceptance of U.S. 
grains on both the domestic and world markets. 
Regardless of the size of a shipment, grain quality assessment is 
currently performed by individual inspectors. Samples are obtained 
manually with the use of probes. evaluation of a sample large enough 
to be representative of large bulks of grain can be both time consuming 
and tedious. An automatic sampling and sensing system should improve 
the reliability, speed and ease of quality assessment. 
This project addressed the problem of automating the quality evalua-
tion process within a bulk grain handling system. The summary objective 
was to improve grain quality inspection through utilization of existing 
technologies and equipment. Work was carried out in two phases. The 
first phase was an evaluation of automation potential for corn and soy-
beans. Specific objectives were: 
1. To identify indicators of grain quality for corn and soybeans. 
2. To determine which indicators can be evaluated using an automated 
remote sensing system. 
3. To develop a systems concept for implementation of automated qua-




The second phase of the project involved the design of selected sub-systems 
of an automated inspection system for corn. Specific objectives were: 
1. To develop an automated moisture content measurement system for 
corn, 
2. To investigate methods for automated evaluation of BCFM. 
3. To design a control and"data handling unit for an automated corn 





A. Quality Indicators and Measurement Methods. 
An extensive and'detailed literature review was undertaken to 
examine past and present research related to this project. The review 
was to serve two purposes, identify grain quality indicators and reveal 
methods measuring these quality indicators. 
Appropriate books and journals were examined and applicable informa-
tion was noted. Books pertaining to all phases of grain harvesting, han-
dling, processing and grading we~'e of interest. Manual.s explaining fede-
ral regulations concerning grain grading gave guidel ;lies for qua.lity 
analysis of grain. Agricultural and chemical journals involving grain 
quality analysis were reviewed and articles of inter~st were examined 
closely and those found to be of value noted. Abstracts from other scien-
tific journals provided more information. Journals were reviewed for eight 
to ten years into the past and further if articles of interest were refe-
renced in ear1ier issues. 
In addition to this available written review several computer data 
bases were util ized to check for any material that had been missed or 
was unavailable from local sources. The computer stored data bases con-
tain citations from journals in the area covered by ,the data base. Three 
data bases that covered our area of interest were chosen to be searched. 
Biosis Previews contained ~,700,000 citations, Agricola contained 960,000 
citations and CRIS contained repm-ts on 30,000 projects. The Biosis Pre'" 
views and Agricola contained citations from 1970 until the present. ~~IS 
(Current Research Information System) contained reports on agricultural 
research in progress from 1974 until the present. All titles that used 







of value were obtained and those of importance were retained. 
Visits at several locations were made so we could nteet other researchers 
with expertise in grain research. Sites visited were Purdue Univers~ty, 
Ohio State University, University of Illino;s, U. S. D. A. Instrumentation 
Laboratory at Beltsville, Cargil~ Inc, Grain Research Lab, and a grain 
quality conference were attended. We were able to view equipment used 
in commercial operation. Experimental equipment which may be used in 
quality sensing opet"ations was identified. Individuals consulted provided 
useful information concerning important quality indicators and 'problems 
involved with sensing these quality indicators. 
The identi ty of an important grain qual ity indi·cator depended on 
the particular use intended for the grain. Different uses required grain 
of highly different quality characteristics. Among the quality indicators, 
of course, were the grade factors from the U.S. Standards for Grain hand-
book. Other parameters that would indicate quality are odor, stress and 
strain cracks, presence of aflato~in, various localized insect or disease 
• 
infestations, and content of economically valuable compounds such as pro-
teins, fats, oils and starch. 
Test weight per bushel of the grain generally indicates higher quality 
with higher test weight if all other factors are equal. A dry miller is 
the only processor who considers hi,gh test weight e7~tremely important. 
Other processors are not too worried about test weight if it is within 
. 
. 
a reasonable limit of normal. Test weight is measured by taking a known 
volume, usually a quart, and weighing the sample on a special scale that 
gives a value in lbs. per bushel. 
Moisture content is important as wet weight of grain varies with 
moisture content and grain is sold on a wet weight basts. Moisture content 
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proven exact method of measuring moisture content is oven drying. Moisture 
meters provide a quicker method which yie')1S good results. A recently 
developed method is Infrared Reflectance Spectroscopy which yields values 
r.omparable with moisture meters in accuracy. 
Broken corn. splits in soybeans, and foreign material all affect qua-
lity of grain. The foreign material lowers the nutritional value avail-
able in the grain. The other factors provide a substrate for microbial 
growth and potential development of deleterious metabolic by-products. 
Measurement is accomplished by the use of sieves or with a dockage tester. 
Amount of heat damaged corn and other surface and sub-surface damage 
affects the appearance of grain as well as providing an area of growth for 
microbes. If the percentage of damage is kept low it has very little 
affect on nutritiona'l value. This type of damage is detected by personal 
examination of a sample so exact measurement of damage is time consuming. 
Odor and insect or disease infestations give an indication of the past 
handling of the grain and the future keeping value. Insect or disease 
infestations is determined by personal examination. Odor is a very rela-
tive quality dependent on the individual. More exact determinations can 
be made by some forms of gas chromatography but this requires complex equip-
ment, trained personnel, and is expensive and slow. 
Stress and strain cracks indicate weakness in the grain and the deve-
lopment of increased breakage in the grain. They can be found by human 
detection and there is a colorimetric method but the values obtained 
are very relative. 
Detection of aflatoxin is critical during years when it is prevalent 
since it is fatal to animals above certain limits. Blue light fluorescence 
may give an indication of the presence of aflatoxin but the on:y exact 






Proteins, fats, 0;) and starch are the valuable components of grain 
so it would be useful to know what percentage of each a grain contained. 
Protein and oil can be measured by Infrared i\eflectance Spectroscopy with 
a reasonable degree of accuracy, but fats and starch are measured by slow 
chemical extraction methods. 
In summary, there is a large number of indicators of grain quality. 
Many have meaning or are of value only to a sn\/\1l segment of the user 
population. Usually they are very important to the interested user. how· 
ever. Most detection methoos are too slow or too expensive to be incorpo· 
rated into the normal inspection procedure of a grain elevator on a con-
t100us basis. The potential for implementation of remote sensing of most 
quality indicators would be difficult and impractical with the present 
sensory technology. Ho~;,;ver, s·ome of the indicators show potential for 
automation. Two indica'cors of high economic importance that show poten-
tial are moisture con1;ent, Md Broken Corn and Foreign Material. These 
t.wo indicators are of interest because thei r measurement techni ques show 
more potential adap1;ability to automation and their economic value will 
make an automated system of value to a grain elevator. 
The system that we foresee being developed is one where samples would 
be automatically pulled from the grain stream. Equipment for measuring 
moisture content, and broken corn and foreign material would process the 
samples. A central data processing unit then would take the indicator 
values and provide a hard copy record of the grain sample and its proper-






B. Methods for Automated Evaluation of BOFM 
During the project methods for automatically evaluating Broken Corn 
and Foreign Mate\~'~a' (BCFM) in a corn shipment were investigated. This 
included looking at the present method of determing BCFM and examining 
research that had been done concerning alternative methods for measuring 
BCFM. These procedures were considered for tht::1" feasi btl 1ty for i ncor-
poration into an automatic monit~r1ng system. 
The Grain Inspection Manual published by the Federal Grain Inspection 
Service define~ Broken Corn and Foreign Material as kernels and pieces of 
kernels of corn and all matter other than corn which will pass readily 
through a 12/64 inch sieve, and all matter other than corn which remains 
in the sieved ~amplei These Standards also state that the 12/64 inch 
sieve shall be an aluminum sieve. 0.0319 inch thick perforated with round 
ho1es.0.1B7S (12/64) inch in diameter which are ~ inch from center to cen-
ter. The perforations of each row shall be staggerad in relation to the 
adjacent 'row. The prescribed procedure is to take a representative por-
tion ranging in size from 1 lIB to l~ quarts cu~ from the original sample 
and measure BCFM using an approved type of dockage tester using the approved 
sieve. Approved dockage testers are the Carter Dockage Tester, Federal 
Dockage Tester, and the Emerson Kicker. Broken Corn and Foreign Materia~ 
will consist of all material which passed through the sieve, and all other 
matter other than corn removed by hand from the mechanically cleaned corn. 
Use of the sieve to separate BCFM shows possibilities for being incorporated 
into an automatic monitoring system. 
There have been ~uggestions for changing the designation BCFM. One 
idea is to let the quality parameter be designated as screenings which 






round-hole s1'eve and include peices of corn and other non-corn materials. 
There would be a separate measurement for dockage which woul'd include any 
material other than whole or unbroken kernels pf corn that remains in the 
sample after the removal of screenings. Dockage includes, but i~ not limit-
ed to, other grains, weed seeds, and pieces of cob or stalk. Another sug-
, 
gested change would be to use two sieves - 15/64 inch and 8/64 inch. Mate-
rial that passes through the 15/64 inch sieve but not through the 8/64 inch 
sieve would be called Broken Corn. Material passing through the 8/64 inch 
sieve would be called Screenings. Foreign Material "/ould be defined as 
described in the previous suggestion. Both of these ideas were suggested 
by researchers at the Proceedings of the 1977 Corn Quality Conference. 
Measurement of Screenings or Broken Corn with sieves shows possibilities 
for incorporation inta an automated system. 
Other suggestions by researchers for determining broken corn or damag-
ed corn included use of a corn breakage tester, colorimetric methods, and 
photoelectric methods. None of these methods have any correlation between 
their resu1ts for corn breakage and damage, and the quality parameters 
used by the Federal Grain Standards. These methods are slow, taking from 
three to five minutes or longer, and require manual operation that would 
be hard to eliminate. As a result, these methods show little adaptability 
. 
for use in an automated system. 
Using a sieve for measuring BCFM as described by the Grain Inspection 
Manual shows some potential for being used in an automatic monitoring system. 
Consequently, the same method could be used for measuring Screenings on 
Broken Co~n if either of those suggested quality parameters were adppted. 
Measurement of foreign material in either grading system would still have 








matically measure Broken Corn would be to pull a sample. weigh it elec-
tronically. pass it over the sieve. remove the corn that was retained on 
top of the sieve and electronically weigh the sample. Figure 1 contains 
a block diagram of a possible configuration of a &roken Corn monitoring 
system. The percent of Broken Corn could be cal cul ated by the equation: 
-
Ca'lculation and control ability is already contained in the automatic 
moisture content monitoring ·system developed during this project. If 
the physical hardware could be developed to do the sieving and weighing, 
a system to monitor both moisture content and broken corn could be deve-
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C. System Implementation 
A microprocessor based system was developed which can be used to 
automatically monitor the moisture content of grain as it is being 
transferred at an elevator. The system can also provide control 
functions and monitor any other_quality parameter for which rapid 
measuring sensors are available. System development and implementa-
tion involved hardware design and construction, software development 
and performance testing. 
Hardware Design and Construction 
To do an effective job of monitoring the moisture content of grain 
being loaded or unloaded the system must fulfill certain basic require-
ments. The system must be able to control the moisture sensing opera-
tion and take the moisture content reading of a grain sample at period-
ic time intervals. After taking a moisture content reading mathematical 
operations must be performed to obtain an average moisture content value. 
Then a record output is required to show the moisture content reading, 
and average moisture content value. Also communication is required 
between system and operator to program the system for the type of moni-
toring operation to be performed, to provide system parameters and to 
show how monitoring operation is progressing. 
A microprocessor is used to control the operation of the system 
and to provide mathematical capabilities with the addition of a calcu-
lator card. The decision making capabilities of the microprocessor 
are used to determine if moisture contents meet the desired criteria 
and what path the monitoring operation will follow. Input ports are 









on the microprocessor interfaces with the keyboard and printer to pro-
vide conmNnication. 
The moisture sensor used was a Burrows Model 700 Digital Moisture 
Computer. This moisture meter measures moisture content by measuring 
the capacitanc~ of a 250 gram grain sample. A Binary Coded Decimal out-
-. 
put is used to interface the moisture meter with the microprocessor. 
Communication between ope)"ator :IT\d microprocessor is p)"ovided by 
a DEC-Writer II. It has a keyboard foy· typing in inputs to micropro-
cessor and a printer for a paper printout of the record. 
A block diagram of the system configuration and conlponents is shown 
in Figure 2. 
Microprocessor card rack components. - The microprocessor system 
used is a PRO-LOG CRS-81 Expandable 8080A/1702A Card Rack System. This 
is a card rack with space fo~ sixteen cards of which ten card spaces 
are prewired. Provided with the system are an 88llA Processor card, 
8116 ROM card, 8114 Input card and a 8115-1 Output card. Additional 
cards purchased to go into the card rack were two more 8116 ROM cards, 
an 8117 RAM card and a 8407 Seri ali nterface card •. Card spaces for 
these additional cards were prewired. The 8117 RAM card was used dur-
ing system development but isn't required for the moisture monitoring 
system. Wiring schematics for these cards are shown in Appendix A. 
The card rack and cards are shown' in Figw'e 3. 
An eight bit 8080A microprocessor is on the 8811A processor card. 
The 80S0A microprocessor is a 1 microsecond time state processor. Also 
contained on this card is 1024 bytes of eight bit 2102-4 Random Access 
Memory (RAM) which supplies the RAM requirement for the moisture monitor-
ing system. Addresses for this RAM is from 3000 to 33FF. This card has 
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The 8116 RO~1 card contains space for 2048 byte~' of eight bit l702A 
Read Only Memory (ROM). The three 8116 ROM cards u~d in the prewired 
slots provide 6144 bytes of memory space. Addresses for this memory is 
0000 to 17FF. The 1702A Erasible Progranmab1e Read Only Memory (EPROM) 
can be erased by an ultraviolet light and programmed, again with the M900 
Programmer with PM9001A Personal ity Module for this type of EPROM. The 
programmgr is shown in Figure 4. 
Four eight-bit input selectors on the 8114 Input card provides four 
ports of eight input lines each for a total of thirty two input lines. 
The addresses of the four ports are 00 through 03 .. Two input ports are 
used to bring in moisture content reading from moisture meter and one 
port is used,for interfacing with 90006 Calculator card. Interface wir-
. 
ing is discussed in the sections pertaining to the moisture meter and cal-
culator card. 
The 8115-1 Output card supplied with the Card ~ack System has four 
output ports with ~ight output lines each for a total of thirty two out-
put lines.' The address of the fo~r ports are 00 through 03. These addresses 
are selected only when an OUT instruction is execute~. One output port 
plus another output line--';s used to interface with 90006 calculator card 
. 
'and two 1 ines from at')lother .output port. are connected to the 8404-4 Triac 
. 
card to operate ~oleaoids mounted on moisture'meter. Interface wiring 
. 
for these ports are d,~scussed .in the~calculator card and moisture meter sections. 
An 8407 Serial Interface card was used to interface between micropro-
cessor and DEC-Writer. This card has both RS-232 and TTY serial data com-
munications lines. The TTY interface with 20 mi11iamp current loop was 
1~ 
16 
used since this was the type of interface on the DEC-Writer. The DEC-. __ ,d, ~_. , ___.' • ' •• ' ' __ .• ___ _ "' ____ --,-_ 
Writer II that was used had a 20 milliamp option with a connector which 
plugged into the 20 milliamp connector on the 8407 Serial Interface card 
as shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 4. M900 programmer with PM9001A personality module. 
t ~ ________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
Figure 5. 20 milliamp connection between DEC- riter I and 8407 serial 






USART and programmable interval timer carq.- This card was design-
. 
ed and wirewrapped to serve two purposes. To provide timing and serial- · 
to-parallel conversion for interface circuit between 8407 Interface card 
and DEC-Writer. Also to provide a hardware timing device to interrupt 
, ~ 
Central Processor Unit (CPU) at a periodic time interval so the next 
moisture content reading could be taken •. The schematic for this board 
,.. 
is in Appendix A along with the interface connection between board and 
the microprocessor card rack system. ., 
A 8253 Programmable Interval Timer is used to measure one minute 
. 
time period between moisture readings. A decision was made to use hard-
ware timing because timing had to be taking place while microprocessor 
was executing software controlling moisture monitoring system. Since 
there were many paths that could be taken during execution of software 
it would be very difficult to handle ~11 (jf the various software timing 
combinations that were possible and obtain an accurate time interval. 
With the 8253, a va~ue for one minute delay is loaded into the 8253 
counter and when decremented to 'zero an interrupt request is sent to 
, 
CPU indicating it is time to take a moisture content reading. 
The 8253 has three sixteen bit counters and one eight bit control 
word register. Two counters addressed by ports 24 and 25 are used to 
count the one minute delay period. The counte~ addressed by Port 26 
is used to control timing for the 8251 Universal Synchronous/Asynchro-
nous Receiver/Transmitter (USART) for the baud rate at which the micro-
-,' 
processor and DEC-Writer communicate. Port 27 addresses the control word 
register which is used: to program the programmable interval timer. So 
the programmable interval timer can be controll~d by software to deter-




Timing and conversion from serial-to-paral1el data for communication 
between microprocessor and DEC-Writer is done by the 8251 USART. The 8251 
has an eight bit status register and an eight bit data register. The sta-
tus register is addressed by port 21 and is accessible by the CPU to deter-
mine if the 8251 is ready to receive or transmit data. Data is transmitted 
or received through the data register which is addressed by port 20. The 
8251 does conversion from parallel to serial for transmission from micro-
processor and from serial to parallel for transmission into microprocessor. 
A picture of the wire wrapped board is shown in Figure 6. To access 
the board an IN or OUT instruction must be addressed to ports 20, 21. 24, 
25, 26, 27. 2E, or 2F. Address decoding is done by a 745138 Decoder/Demul-
tiplexer. The USART and programnable interval timer are addressed as stated 
previously and ports 2E and 2F are for an LED used in debugging procedures 
to determine if execution of software is proceeding as expected. 
, .. 
Two 8226 four bit Para11el Bi~Directional Bus Drivers are used to 
transmit and receive data between the chips on the card and the micro-
processor. On the microprocessor side of one 8',26 the four least sig-
nificant Data In and Data Out. lines are connected for a total of eight. 
lines. On the card side the bi-directional capability of the chip allows 
each Data In and Data Out l';ne to be connected .together so on this side 
• 
of the chip there are only four lines. The four most significant Data 
In and Data Out 1 ines are cOI~m2cted to the other 8226 in the same manner. 
The correct chip on the card is enabled to receive or transmit data 
by the address decoding done by the 7451'38 Decoder/Demultiplexer. 
i 
On the 8253 programmable interval timer chip counter values are 
, J h. . I 
loaded into sixteen bit counters zero and one addressed by ports 24 
. . .. . 
and 25 respectively to obtain a ?ne minute time delay. The micropro-
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to generate a square wave form with a period 0' one hundredth of a 
second. This square wave output from counter one then acts as the 
clock for counter zero. When the value in counter zero is decremented 
to zero indicating a one minute time delay an Interrupt Request signal 
'. 
is sent to the CPU. The CPU then acknowledges the interrupt by sending 
a Interrupt signal which enables the 8212 eight bit Input/Output Port 
on the wire wrap card. The input lines on the Input/Output Port are 
connected to ground which causes a low to be tr~nsmitted on the Data 
Out lines. These output lines are inverted going into the CPU so the 
CPU sees a1' lines as being high which is the FF instruction for n 
Restart,7. When this instruction is executed the program address goes 
to 0038 where instructions are stored to set up one minute time delay 
again and take another moisture ~ontent reading. 
The 8251 lJSART handles timing for baud rate and conversion from 
serial to pat~allel data. Timing for baud rate is provided to the USART 
• by the output from counter two on the programmable ir,terval timer. Para-
llel data from microprocessor is converted to serial data and sent on 
• 
• 
the Transmitter Data line ~f the 8251 to the Data Out. OO-A and DO-B. 
lines of the 8407 Serial Interface card to be transmitted to the DEC-
Writer. Serial data from the DEC-Writer passes through the 8407 Serial 
Interface card on the Data In line to the Recei~er Data line on the 
8251 where it is converted from serial to parallel and sent to the micro-
prQct!ssor. 
The time delay can be varied with software programming to the pro-
., 
/' grammable interval timer. With some additional interface wiring between 
: ",,,,,,,-,- ~,_~ 1_,*~JlJ!::;! .. >~ t~~·,...~", _~ _,~._~ it. 
this card and the 8407 Serial Interface card communication with an RS-
232 type tenninal could be provided if required. 
Calculator Card and Interface Wiring - A method of performing multi-
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do calculations required by the moisture conten~ monitoring system. A 
decision was made to do this in hardware with a 90006 Calculator Card 
manufactured by Micro-link Corporation to be compatible with the card 
rack system being used. This card operated in floating point mode and 
exponential mode. Also it has capabilities to do square roots, squaring, 
logarithm, natural logarithm, exponential, trigonometric, and inverse 
trigonometric functions. Corrmand sequence is of the Reverse Polish Nota-
tion type similar to that of many hand held calculators. 
Since the calculator card is compatible with the card rack system, 
its size, power requirern'mts, and power input pins were such that it 
• 
. . 
would fit inside the card rack. The calculator card was put in slot 
twelve of , the card rack. Backplane wiring between the calculator card 
and card rack system are shown in AppendiX A. Power was already bussed 
to the correct pins by the card rack. 
The micropro'cessor needed to read three status signals and four 
data lines from the calculator card. READY st~tus had to be checked to 
I 
determine if calculator card was prepared to receive instructions from 
the microprocessor. DATA AVAILABLE* status had to be checked to see 
if calculator card had data available to be re,,~ by microprocessor. 
And a ERROR* status ,line was available to sign~l microprocessor an error 
had occurred during the calculation procedure on the calculator card. 
, 
The * after DATA AVAILABLE. and ERROR inpicates that these lines are 
active when they are low. The four data lines are for the microprocessor 
'. 
to read a digit of the answer from the caJculator dUring each read pro-
cedure. These seven lines were connected to the microprocessor system 
through Input port 03. The status signals were connected to input lines 
8. 7, and 6 with the four data lines connected to input lines 4. 3. 2, and 1. 
Nine output lines were required to c'arry instructions from the micro-





















connected through Output ~o~t 02 on line 8. The other eight signals were 
connected to Output port 03. Line eight of Output port 03 was connected 
to the STROBE-OUT signal which informed calculator card the data on its 
data lines had been read and new data was to b~ put on the data '1nes. 
The STROBE-IN signal informed calculatoi' card to read the instructions on 
the instruction lines and it was connected to line seven of Output port 
03. There were six lines required to send the six bit instruction code 
. 
to the calculator ca:d and these wer, connectelto the 'remaining six lines 
of Outpu~ port 03. 
Solenoid Selection and Interface ~Iiring -) To operate the moisture 
meter used in the moisture content monitoring ~stem a LOAD button had 
to be depressed to allow grain sample to drop into test cell and a UN-
LOAD button had to be depressed to allow the grain sample to drop out 
. 
'. 
of the test cell. These two buttohs opened and closed the top and bot-
tom of the test cell by mechanical linkages. io operaC~ the'bpen~ng 
and closing of the top and bottom of the test cell some type of device 
was needed to electrically operate the mechanical linkage to allow remote 
control. A decision was made to use push type :solenoids to depress the 
LOAD and UNLOAD buttons. The travel distance of the buttons was measured 
to be five sixteenths of an inch. The force requirement to depress the 
buttons was measured with a Chatillon Model DPP push/pull gauge owned by 
., 
the Agricultural Engineering Department, property control number 89539. 
The f6rci required to depress the LOAD button with the 250 gram sample 
in the wei ghing hopper was two and one half pou,nds. The force requi red 
to depress the UNLOAD button with the grain sample in the test cell was 
six pounds. Gaurdian Electric manufactured two solenoids which fit these 
criterion. To operate the LOAD button a l6P 120 VAC Intermittent type 
solenoid with force characteri~tics of 88 oz @ 1/8 inch and 22.5 oz @ 
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continuous type solenoid wi.th force characteristics of 137 04 @ 1/8 inch 
and 90 oz @ 7/8 inch was purchased. These soldnoids are shown mounted on 
the moisture meter in liigut'e 7. 
So that the tnicroprocessor could control the turning on and off of 
. 
the solenoids a PRO-LOG 8404-4 Triac card was bought and interfaced into 
the system. This card -was made....to interface with the microprocessor card 
rack system and has four solid state power relays (TRIACS) mounted on it. 
-This pre/ides buffered TTL control of four 240 'VAC two Amp isolated 
circuits. Each TRIAC is actually capable of switching up to ten Amps of 
current if mounted outside the card rack syste~ on a heat sink to dissi-
pate the additional heat generated by the highet' currents. A Fluke Digi-
tal Multimeter with current measuring clamp was used to measure current 
being drawn by solenoids while they were on. The LOAD solenoid required 
• 
'. 
0.65 Amps while on and the UNLOAD solenoid required 0.37 Amps \<Jhile on 
• 
so there is no problem with heat dissipation. In the moisture content 
monitoring system the Triac card is mounted outside the card rack system 
in a BUD Box to eliminate the danger of high voltage coming into contact 
with the microprocessor system. 
The LOAD solenoid is operated by Triac number one and the UNLOAD 
solenoid is operated by Triac number two. The solenoid 120 VAC wiring 
;s connected to the triac by cutting one of the two wires going to the 
solenoid and connecting one end to terminal number one and the other 
end to terminal number two of the triac. Whenever the selected triac 
receives a low signal from the microprocessor it completes the circuit 
and allows current to flow to the solenoid turning it on, then a high 
signal to the triac from the microprocessor tells the triac to break 
the circuit, turning the solenoid off. A picture showing the wiring 
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Figure 7. Sol~n(llds mounted on moisture meter. 
I 
, I 
Figure 8. Flectrical wiring b tw en h 8404- riac card and tle solenoids . 
A wiring list in Appendix A shows the wiring between the micropro-
cessor system and the triac card. Five volts from pins one and two of 
the card rack system is wired to pins one and two of the triac card. 
A ground is provided by connecting pins three and four of the triac 
card to pins three and four of the card rack system. Output signals 
from the microprocessor to the triac card are sent through Output 
port 01 by output lines one through four being connected to the res-
pective triac input lines. The triacs make a circuit when a low sig-
nal is sent from the microprocessor and break the circuit when a high 
signal is received from the microprocessor. 
Moisture Meter and Interface Wiring - A Burrows Model 700 Digital 
Moisture Computer was used as the moisture content sensor. This is a capa-
citance type moisture meter which requires a 250 gram sample and it per-
. 
-, forms automatic temperature correction for the temperature of the grain. 
It gives a direct digit 1 moisture content read'ing, using nixie tubes, 
within two to twelve seconds depending on temperature correction required. 
This is a wet basis moisture content reading which is the'moisture content 
basis grain is sold on in the United States. Wet basis moisture content 
is represented by the equation 
MC (%) = wt. of water wt. of water + wt. of dry material x 100 (.2) 
This particular model also has a printer output,provided which outputs 
the moisture content reading in Binary Coded Decimal form to the printer 
connector whi~h is used to interface ihe moi~ture meter to the micropro-
·cessor so the mi croprocessor can-TIet the moi sture content readi n9 from 
the moisture meter. 
The data in Binary Coded Decimal form is sent to the printer connec-
tor on twelve lines for the three digit moistu~e content reading. Four 





percent digit and the remaining four lines carry the tens percent digit. 
'-
.Each of the four lines for a digit will carry a high (1) or a low (0). 
A low represents zero and a high on line one re'presents one, a high on 
line two represents two, a high on line three represents four and a high 
on 1 ine four represents eight. An outputJ'"to '~he printer c,~nl1.ector of. li 
0001 0101 1001 represents a moisture content repding of~5rg%., Pictures' 
showing the printer connector'on the back of the moisture meter and the 
connector with wiring to interface the moisture meter to the mic:oproces-
sor are shown in Figure 9. 
Appendix A contains the wiring list showing the connections between 
l 
the microprocessor and the. printer connector on the back of moisture 
f 
meter. Wiring from the backplane of the card rack system is connected 
to a Cinch 57-30360' 36 pin connector which attachs to the printer connec~ 
tor on the bac:k .of the moisture meter. The ter1ths of a percent digit is 
input through lines one through four of Input port 00. The units of a 
porcent digit is input through lines five through eight of Input port 00. 
And the tens of a percent digit is input, through lines one th,rough four 
of Input port 01. A ground is provided by conn,~cting pins three and four 














Figure 9. Printer connector on bac . of mois ure me er and connector which 







Sys tern So ftwa re 
Software Development 
" 
During this phase a monitor developed by Dr. R. L. Schafer of the 
National Tillage Machinery Laboratory was used. The monitor contained 
utility subroutines which provided control of the microprocessor system 
from the DEC-Writer keyboard. The monitor :initia),izes the microprocessor 
stack and sets up the USART in preparation for data transmission between 
microprocessor and DEC-Writer. Subroutines in the monitor program then 
handl e data transmi ss i on between mi croprocessor and DEC-Wri ter. RAr~ memory 
on the microprocessor can be programmed from the DEC-Writer keyboard or 
read in from a ASR-33 teletype which has a paper tape reader on it. The 
ASR-33 operates on a 20 milliamp circuit so it interfaces with the micro-
f 
processor through the same nine pin connector on the 8407 serial interface 
card used by the DEC-Writer. Also a tape showing the progralTilling in the 
RAM memory can be punched using the paper tape punch on the ASR-33. The 
monitor .has a subroutine which controls the punching or 'reading of the paper 
tape. Programming contained in memory can be printed out on paper at the 
DEC-Writer by the monitor. Where single character sUbstitution 'is required 
in RAM,it ;s provided by the monitor. The monitor also controls where exe-
cution of the program begins. With these control subroutines provided by 
the monitor"programming and debugging of the software is more easily accom-
plished. 
.~ , 
,Software development wa~ done by programming l a subroutine into RAM, 
executing it, and doing the deb.ugging required to obtai,n correct execution 
with program in RAM. When the subroutine operates correctly it is program-
med into a PROM by the PROM programmer. The PROM is inserted into the cor. 




is developed in RAM. This process continues until all the software has 
been developed. Doing the debugging in RAM is faster and easier because 
a RAM value can be changed from the DEC-Writer keyboard with the system 
remaining on. If a change in ROM is required the system must be turned 
off, ROM card pulled from card rack, old PROM removed from card, new 
PROM progranmed and inserted onto card, put card back into card rack, 
and turn system back on. This can be a time consuming process where many 
changes in programming are required. 
During the software developmental phase the 8117 RAM card was used 
in the card rack for stor; ng the program. Thi s card has 4096 bytes of 
eight bit RA~1 capacity used in increments of lK (1024 bytes). For full 
capacity of the card thirty-two 2102-4 static RAM chips are required and 
supply addressing fronl 4000·to 4FFF. This provided all of the RAM memory 
space required during developmental phase. 
Software System Overvie\'J 
The system is set up to monitor two types of situations, one when the 
grain is being unloaded into a bin at the termina.l and the other ;s when 
.. 
grain is being loaded from the terminal into a truck, boxcar, barge, or ship 
• 
to be transferred to another terminal in, the United St~tes or for export mar-
,. 
keting. Vlhen the grain is geing unloaded into the terminal the system moni-
tors individual moisture c.~ntent readings at one minute time intervals, and 
calculates and monitors average moisture content for the grain that has been 
unloaded. In the loading out situation the system does the above and also 
at selected periodic intervals calculates a required moisture content for 
the remaining grain to be loaded to obtain a desired final average moisture 
content for the complete shipment. 
This requires inputs ~y an ~perator to. the system for the date, begin-
k 










t!. '-- I 
upper and lower limits for average moisture content, and the grain destina-
tion. These inputs are required by both types of monitoring situations. To 
monitor the loading situation additiOnal inputs are required for desired -
, , 
33 
final average moisture content)approXimate number of readings ta be taken, and the 
interval between calculations of required moisture content of remaining grain 
to obtain the desired final average moisturi content. With these initial 
input parameters the system is ready to start the'.moni toring operation. 
Using the solenoids mounted on the moisture meter a grain sample is 
loaded into the test cell, a moisture content reading is taken, and the grain 
sample is unloaded out the bottom of the test eel). This system is set up 
. 
without any method for pulling a grain sample. During testing of the system 
gt'ain samples were provided manually. To incorporate the system into a 
grain terminal a device would have to be developed to pull the grain samples. 
After development of the sample pulling device iti could be controlled by the 
microprocessor system. After the moisture content reading is taken the micro-
processor calculates average moisture content. 
Each minute a moisture content reading is ta~en, average moisture content 
'. 
is calculated, and a data record is output to the DEC-Writer. Contained in 
• 
the data record is the date, time, individual moisture content that was just 
taken, newly calculated average moisture content, and the grain destination. 
The individual moisture content reading that was just taken is checked for 
being above the high limit for individual moisture content or below the low 
limit for individual moisture content reading. If the individual moisture 
content reading is outside either limit an appropriate message is printed 
by the DEC-Writer. The same check is done on the average moisture content 
", 
and if it is above or below its limits the appropriate message for average 
moisture content is printed by the DEC-Writer. 
If the loading out situation is being monitored , propel' number 
of readings has passed, calculations are performed to determine the required 
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moisture content. The required moisture content fo)' remaining grain that 
• 
has been calculated is output to the Dec-Writer. If all the expected .readings 
have been taken a message 1s output to the DEC-Writer stating that the pre-
dicted number of readings have been taken. After this message is sent the 
system continues to monitor the moisture content ~nd average moisture con-
tent, but it doesn't calculate the required moisture content for grain any-
more. .' 
At this point in the program the moisture content reading has been 
• 
taken, and all moisture content calculations required have been made. The 
remaining section of the program'updates the time to keep it current. This 
is done by adding one minute to the minutes value of the time. The first 
, 
half of the day is AM and the second half of the,day is PM. The software 
keeps the correct day of the month, hour of the morning or afternoon. and 
minutes. If a monitoring operation is started on the last day of the month 
and finished the next day, the monitor will list ~he same month with the 
" 
day incremented. An example is starting on 01-31-80 and finishing the next 
.' day. Instead of showing 02-01-80 the records will contain 01-32-80. But 
this shouldn't be a handicap for keeping records if this feature is under-
stood. 
Main Program - The monitor that was used during software development isn't 
in the moisture content monitoring system. All of the control functions 
that it provided that are required by the moisture content monitoring 
system were adopted into the system softWare. The initialization of the 
stack and setting up the USART for data transmission which were formerly 
done by the monitor ;s done by the software at the beginning of the main 
program. The main program software which was developed and is being dis-
cussed in this section is in Appendix B. This is the programming stored 




by the 1024 bytes of RAM contained on the 88llA Processor card thereby 
eliminating the need for a RAM card in th~ system. The lK of RAM that 
is on the Processor card is in addresses 3000 through 33FF. 
The first instruction in the main program 'nit1alizes the stack pointer 
• 
to 33CO. This allows this memory space and any below it to be used as a 
sixteen bit stack to store subroutine return add\~esses and any other addresses 
or data required by the system software. Whenever a jump to subroutine 
instruction is executed the return address which is in the 'program counter is 
, 
automatically pushed onto the stack. Any addressps that were already there 
are pushed down on the stack to a lower stack address. When the Return 
in.struction is executed the top address on the stack ;s pulled off and 
put into the program counter and this address is 'where program execution 
continues. Any addresses that were stored on th.'stack below the subrou-
tine return address are moved upwards toward the top of the stack when the 
subroutine return address is pulled off the top of the stack. Data or 
addresses stored in any of the register pairs ca~ be pushed onto or pulled 
off of the stack in the same manner. ~1ore information on how the stack 
pOinter works can be found in The Designer's Guide to Programmed Logic. 
After the stack pointer has been initialized instructions must be sent 
to the USART preparing it to start data transmiss~on. Timing must be pro-
vided for the USART so that it can communicate with the DEC-Writer at a 110 
. 
baud rate. A control word of 86 is sent to the progranmable interval timer' 
since Counter two on it is to be used as the clock for the USARi. The 86 
command instructs programmable interval timer to select Counter two, to 
35 
Read or Load Least Significant Byte first, then'Most Significant Byte, and: operate 
as a square wave rate generator with a ,sixteen bit binary counter. Counter 
two is then loaded with a count value of 0228 Which will provide a square 
wave which when multiplied by the sixteen times baud rate factor provides 
a clock for the USART to transmit at a 110 baud rate . 
. 





With the timing provided, the USART instructions are sent to the USART 
to set up its mode of operation. The USART is set up for Asynchronous trans-
mission format. The control word sent to USART to set up mode is CE which 
instructs the USART that data 'should be transmitted with two stop bits,.e1ght 
data bits. parity disabled, and a baud rate factor of sixteen times the cloct 
being used .. Immediately after the USART mode has been programmed a command 
. 
instruction controls the actual operation of the format selected by m{1Je 
) 
instruction. The con~and instruction is 37 which forces REQUEST TO SEND* , 
output to zero, resets error flags, forces DATA TERMINAL READY* output to 
zero, and enables receive enable and transmit enable. Afte)" receiving the 
command instruction the USART is ready for data transmisSion. Additional 
information on the progranmable interval timer cl~ip and the USART chip and 
thei r progranmi ng can be found in the Intel MCS-BO User I s ~1anua 1. 
Whenever a Restart 7 instruction is encountered the microprocessor auto-
matically executes the instruction stored at addl:~ss 0038. The Restart 7 
instruction is put on the data lines when the ih~errupt occurs signaling the 
end of a one minute delay. The instruction stored at address 003B is a 
Jump instruction to a subroutine which resets the interrupt to occur ffter 
one minute delay. After resetting the interrupt this routine directs the 
microprocessor system to the correct address to continue the moisture content 
monitoring process •. More lnfonllation will be given concerning,th~Interrupt: 
Rese~:.~u~ine in the section covering subroutines. 
The software that has been discussed is software that replaced functions 
previously supplied by the mor)itor. After executing these instructions the 
microprocessor jumps to the main program that is stored in memory space through 
OBFF. The software in the main program will now be discussed in the order it 
would be executed by the microporcessor. 









and calculation space is copied f."om ROM memory l600-l70F into RAM memory 
3000-310F. This materiill is moved into RAM so that it can be written to 
the microprocessor. Addressess 3000-304F has 00 and OA programmed in the 
fi rst two addresses which are ASCII instructions for OEC-Wri,ter carriage 
return and line feed. The remaining addresses are blank spaces (20) and 
will be programmed with the data, time, individual moistU)"e content read-
ing. average moisture content, and grain destination when these parameters 
are obtained. Memory space 3050-3l0F is originally programmed with Nulls 
(00) unless othf:rwise specified as shown in Table 1. This memory space, 
will be programmed as the microprocessor receives the values that should 
be stored in each memory address. Table 2 contains the addresses aud what 
will be programmed in each space. There are several different forms in which 
data are stored. These are ASCII, Actual, Calculator, and Answer from cal-
• 
culator form. A value of 15.9 would be represented in ASCII as 31 35 2E 39, 
in Actual form as 01 .05 09, in Calculator form a!"01 05 OA 09, and 1n Answer 
from calculator form as 00 OA 01 05 O~. More will be discussed about these 
,~eorms Md why they are used as they are encountered during the discussion 
of the main program. . 
" 
Now the microprocessor is ready to accept the input parameters which 
will be used during operation of the moisture content monitoring system. 
This ~s done by the microprocessor outputting a question to the DEC-Writer 
concerning the particular input parameter of inte'rest. Hexadecimal coding 
in ASCII form is stored in memory space 1000-1560 for each question or. 
statement that the microprocessor uses for communication. Each letter, 
number, or symbol requires one byte of hexadecimal coding in ASCII form for 
identification. Figure 10 ,shows table from The Designer's Guide to Pro-
grammed Logic which was used ·to find hexadecimal coding for letters. num-
bers, symbols and control charac~ers. The questfons and statements used for 






MEMORY SPACE ALLOCATED FOR DATA VARIABLES AND CONSTANTS 























































Individual MC readihg 
Average Me value 
Gra.in destination '., 
Null 
Upper limit for individual MC reading 
Lower limit for individual MC reading 
Individual MC reading 
Upper limit for average MC 
Lower limit for average~MC 
Average MC value 
Average MC value 
Individual MC reading 
Enter 
Previous total of Me reading 
Addition 
Present tota1 of MC rea~ings 




Present number of readings 
Present total of MC readings 
Enter 
Present number of readings taken 
Division 
Average MC value 
Number of predicted readings 
Desired f~nal average Me 
Number Df predicted reaijings 
'Enter 
Desired final average MC 
Mulitiplication 
Desired total of Me readinas 
Number of predicted readings 
Enter 
Present number of readi~gs taken 
Subtraction 
Number of readings remaining 
Desired total of MC readings 
Enter 
Present total of MC readings 
Subtraction . 
Number of readings rema1ning 
Division 
Desired average MC for remaining grain 
























































































TABLE e (continued) 
Number of readings interval Decimal 
40 
Number of readings interval Hexadecimal 
Number of readings interval counter Hexadecimal 
High limit for a valid reading (05,00,00) Actual 
Low limit for a val id. reading (00,05,00) Actual 
Desired final average" Me Actual 
Individual Me reading ASCII 
Desired final averag~'MC ASCII 
" 
· . 



















HEX MSD p. 1 8 S A B C 0 E F 
poO 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
bB 
" 
P r p p p p p 
BITS b7 0 0 0 0 , , , 1 
bG 0 0 1 1 0 0 , 1 
~ 0 1 0 LSD b4 b3 b2 0 1 1 0 , b1 
0 0 0 0 0 NUL OLE SP 0 @ P , P 
1 0 0 0 1 SOH OCI I 1 A 0 a q 
--2 0 0 1 0 STX OC2 
" 
2 B ,R b r 
3 0 0 1 , ETX DC3 U 3 C S c s 
4 0 1 0 0 EOT DC4 S 4 0 T d t 
5 0 1 0 1 ENO NAK % 5 E U e u 
6 Q , , 0 ACK SYN & 6 F V f v 
7 0 1 1 I BEL ETB , 7 G W 9 w 
8 1 0 0 0 BS CAN ( 8 H X h x 
9 , 0 0 , HT EM , ) 9 I Y I Y 
A 1 0 1 0 LF SUB 
'* 
• J • Z j z " 
B 1 0 1 1 YT ESC + • K [ k { ,
C 1 1 0 0 FF FS , < L , , ' I 
.: '.- } 0 , 1 0 1 CR GS - = M J m 
~ 
. j 









NUL Null FF Form Feed CAN Cancel 
SOH Slarl of Heading CR Carriagc Return EM End of MedIum 
'STX Starl of TeKt SO Shill Oul SUB Subll,tute 
eTX End of Te)(t 51 Shill In ESC Elcape 
E,OT End of Tranlmiuion OLE Data Link EiCape FS File Separator 
ENO Enquirv DC1 Device Conlrol 1 GS Group Sep.rator 
ACK Acknowledge OC2 Devicc Conlrol 2 RS Record Separator 
BEL Bell (audible or allention IIgn.l) OC3 Device Control 3 US Unit Sepiirator 
BS Backlpace DC4 DeVIce Control 4 (Slopl OEL Deille 
HT Horilonlal Tabul.tion (punched card ,kip) NAK Negative Acknowledge 
LF Line Feed' SYN Svnchronoul Idle 














MEMORY SPACE ALLOCATED FOR THE ASCII CODING OF 
THE QUESTIONS AND MESSAGES TO BE PRINTED 
ROM Address Question or Statement 
1000-1015 What is.the data? 
1016-'03C What t,me will the readings begin? 
103O-10B4 What,is the upper limit for an indi-
vidual moisture content reading? 
1085-10ce What ;s +.he lower limit for an indi-
vidual moisture content reading? 
10CD-l106 What is the upper limit for average 
moisture content? 
1107-1140 What is the lower limit for average 
moisture content? 
1141-1150 Is the grain being unloaded? 
115E-1l7F , , ,What bin is grain going into? 
11 BO-llA4 What is the grain being loaded onto? 
llA5-11 EB Approximately how many readings will 
it take to load the grain? 
llE9-1220 What is the d~sired final average 
1221-1252 . -
moistur~ content? 
Individual moisture content reading 
is too high. 
1253-1283 Individual moisture content reading 
is too low. 
1284-12AA Average moisture content is too high. 
12AB-12DD Average-moisture content is too low. 
12D2-131C Title for output record. 
1310-1394 How many readings should pass· between 
each calculation of desired moisture 
, content for the remainder of the grain? 
13C2-1405 The remainder of the grain should have 
1400-1443 
an average MC precent of ~. 
The pre~icted number of readings have 
been taken. 
1445-146B Excessively high reading, Ignored ~~. 
1460-1492 Excessively low reading, Ignored ~~. 
1494-14CA _ 'Desired final avg MC is outside limits 
for avy MC ~~. 
14CC-1517 Low indiv Me reading limit is greater 
than hi~h indiv MC reading limit. 
1519-1550 Low avy t~C 1 i mi tis grea ter than high 
avg MC 1 imit. 
1552-155F Wait mode 






add,"esses where they are stored. A question is output by the microprocessor 
by the BUFOUT subroutine which opet'ates by starti,ng at a specified address 
. 
and outputting to the DEC-Writer whatever data it sees at this address and 
following addresses until a NOP.(QO) is encountered s;gnaling the end of data 
transmission. A NOP is stored in memory at the end of each question or 
. 
statement. With this method of outputting questibns the microprocessor can 
. 
prompt the operator concerning tpe input parameter that is desired. 
The first question asked by the microprocessor is to obtain the date. 
The date is typed in on the DEC-Writer by the operator in the form of a , 
two digit month value, dash ,two digit day of the ~onth value.dash,· an~a two 
digit year value. For example the eighth day of February of 1980 would 
be typed in as 02-08-80 with a carriage return to indicat~ that this is 
all of the data to be input. This data is stored in ASCII form in memory 
space 3002-3009 as part of the data record. Theadata is left in ASCII form 
because this is the type of coding the DEC-Writer uses to tra~~mit and 
receive data. 
The next input asked for by the microprocessor is the starting time 
for the monitoring operation. It's input format is two digits for hour 
of day, colon, two digits for minutes, space and a AM or PM designation 
for midnight to noon or noon to midnight. After every input that the micro-
processor asks for is typed in there should be a carriage return to signal 
end of operator reply. If the starting time is three o-clock in the after-
noon the input format should be 03:00 PM. This data is stored in memory 
space 300D-3014 as part of the data record and is also left in ASCII form. 
A question is asked concerning the upper limit for individual moisture 
content reading. This parameter will be used to check the individual mois-
ture content reading for being above a certain desired value. This will 
give an indication of the variation of the moisture content of the grain 
and if a significant amount of it is wet enough to cause spoilage. The 
input format for upper limit for individual mOist,ure content reading is 
- . -:"'(. -





two digits, a decimal, and D tenths digit. An example is 9.6 would be 
input as 09.6. This value is stored in the memory space indicated in Table 
, .. 
':2 ; n Actual form. Actual form is used because it is eas i er to compare 
. 
high or low limits with the actual moisture conte'nt reading in this form • 
.. 
The next input required is low ljmit for individual moisture content read-
ing. It is input and stored in the same format as used for upper limit 
-for individual moisture content. A check is done at this point to determine 
if the input for'low limit for individual moistu~e content reading is actual-
) 
ly less than upper limit for individual moisture content reading. "This is 
f 
done to help eliminate some operator error in typing in a ~lrong digit. If 
lower limit for individual moisture content reading isn't less than upper 
limit for individual moisture cont~nt reading thin a message is output at 
the DEC-Writer stating that this has occurred an~"program execution jumps 
back to repeat questions concerning upper and lower limits for individual 
moisture content reading and to obtain the correct inputs. If low limit 
for individual moisture content reading is less t,han upper limit for indi-
vidual moisture content reading program execution continues in a sequential 
manner. 
Next, inputs for upper and lower limit for average moisture content 
are requested, typed in, and stored in the same manner as upper and lower 
limit for individual moisture content reading. The high and low limit for 
average moisture content provides a check on the variance of average mois-
ture content and also an indication of any extreme upward or downward 
trend in the average moisture content, Aft~r upper and lower limit for 
average moisture content has been input a check is done to determine if 
lower limit for average moisture content is less than upper limit for 
average moisture content. This check proceeds in the same manner as the 







A 52 which is an ASCII R is pushed onto the stack to indicate system 
• . 
is in RUN mode. This value is checked during the INTR-RESET routine to 
determine if system is monitoring moisture content ,or in WAIT mode and sim-
ply doing time keeping. The WAIT mode for just doing time keeping is pro-
vided in case something happens to stop grain flow. This could happen if 
machinery is being switched to bring grain from a different bin to change 
A ' 
the moisture content of grain being loaded out or if a breakdown occurs 
inside the grain terminal. 
All of the previous input parameters are required whenever the moistUre 
) 
content monitoring system is monitoring either a ~oading or un16ading situa-
tion. At this point the monitoring system needs to know what type of situa-
tion is being monitored ,because different inputs are required for whichever 
type of situation is being,morlitored. So a question is output to the DEC-
Writer' asking if the grain is being unloaded. Tj,e first letter of ,the reply 
from the operator is saved, on the stack to be checked for Y or N indicating 
yes or no. The remainder qf the operator's reply is read in and printed at 
the DEC-Writer. \:Jntil a carriage return signal is, found signal ing the end of 
the reply. The first letter of the reply which was stored on the stack is 
pull ed off and checked for bei ng Y or N. I f the 1 etter is N for No the pro-
gram address jumps to the .. section of the program to deterrnine the remaining 
input parame~ers required ,for a loading out situation. If the let~er is Y 
for Yes the program address jumps to the section of,program,to obtain the 
remaining input parameters,required for a unloading situation. If the let-
ter is nejther Y or N the operator didn't give ,the correct response so the 
program address jumps to repeat the section of program which determines~ff 
grain ;s being unloaded. . 
If the unload situation is being monitored d question asking what 
bin the grain is going into is output to the DEC-Writer. The operator replies 
by typing in a descriptive number or name for where the grain will be stored 
----. --
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in the grain terminal. Twenty five spaces in memory provh:le ample space to 
. 
• 
store the descriptive number or name showing where grain is stored. Where 
. 
the grain is being put in the grain terminal is included on the output 
record so it can be used for later reference to find the moisture content 
of grain in indilfidual bins in the grain terminal:. Program address then 
bypasses the progra~ning concernjng the loading out situation and continues 
executinr the monitoring system program. 
If a loading out situation is being monitored some control over the 
1 
final average moisture content of the grain shipment being loaded out is , 
desired. To do this,at a periodic interval calculations are performed to 
determine what the required moisture content of the remaining grain to be 
loaded has to be in order to obtain a desired. final "average moisture con-
. tent for the gnain shipment~ The equation for this caloulation is 
Required MC·for remaining grain= Desired total of,MC readings-Present 
total of ~lC readlngs (.31 
number of readings remaining 
This equation required additional input parameter.? for desired final average 
moisture ~ontent, approximate number of readings that will be taken during 
loading of grain, and the reading interval at which the calculation will be 
made. Also a question is asked concerning what the grain shipment is being 
loaded onto. " 
Using the same procedure as used for previous input parameters the micro-
processor outputs questions to the DEC-Writer and brings in and stores data 
typed in on the keyboard of the DEC-Writer for the following input parameters: 
what the grain is being loaded onto, how many readings will be taken during 
loading of the grain, what is the desired final average moisture content of 
the grain shipment, and the number of readings interval between each calcu-
lation of required moisture content for remaining grain. 
. 
Data telling what the grain shipment is being loaded onto is stored in 
ASCII and used as part of the output record. Twenty five spaces of memory 
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storage are provided so this data can contain up to twenty five letters, 
numbers, or synlbols. The approximate number of readings to be taken dur-
ing the loading operation is stored in ASCII and converted and stored in 
. 
calculator fonn to be used later in perfo~ing calculations. The number 
of readings to be taken can only be five digits in length and must include 
a decimal. This allows up t099~: readings to ~ei taken during a monitor-
ing operation. The desired final average moisture content is input in 
ASCII form with two digits, a decimal, .and a tenths digit. This value is 
stored in ASCII form and then converted and stored in calculator form to 
• 
be used later in performing calculations. A check is made to determine 
if the desired final average moisture content is·within the upper and lower 
limits previously input for average moisture content. If the desired final 
average moisture content isn't within these limits as it should be, a mes-
sage stating that the desired final average moisture content is outside the 
upper and lower limits for average moisture content is output to the DEC-
Writer and the question asking for the desired final average moisture con-
tent is repeated. The value for number of readings interval between each 
., 
calculation of required moisture content is input as a one or two digit 
number without a decimal,so up to 99 readings are allowed between each cal-
CUlation -of required moisture content for remaining grain. The value that 
is input is in decimal form,but the microprocessor operates in hexadecimal 
so the value is converted into an equivalent hexadecimal value that requires 
one memory space. This counter value is stored in two different memory loca-
tions, one to serve as a counter to be decremented to determine when calcu-
lation of required m~isture content for remaining grain should occur, the 
other to reload the counter after it has been decremented to zero. 
A calculation is made to find the desired tO,tal of i·~diV1t·dual moisture 
. 
content~ by multiplying the desired final average moisture content by the 
number of readings to be taken during the grain loading operation. The 










• in making a calculation are stored in specified spaces in memory with 
the correct calculator operators. such as enter, addition, multiplication, 
subtraction, and division already programmed into correct memory space. The 
procedure for making this calculation and following calculations is the same. , 
A RESET signal is sent to the calculator to clear memory ,buffers and registers 
in preparation for doing the next calculation. Two NOPs are sent after the 
RESET signal along with a MCLR instruction which clears all registers, sets 
mantissa digit count to eight automatically, and ~nstructs calculator to 
input and output values in floating point mode. ~ext, a data block contain-
ing number of predicted readings, enter instruction, desired final average 
moisture content, and multiply instruction is sent to the calculator. All 
data sent to the calculator must be in calculato~ form. The data is sent 
to the calculator by a subroutine which requires the starting memory address 
of data in register pair BC and a counter in register D for number of bytes 
of data to be sent to. the calculator. A subroutine then instructs' the ca'lcula-
tor to put the.answer it has calculated into an ottput buffer so it may be 
read by the microprocessor. The READ-CAL subroutine reads the answer in 
answer form from the calculator. A counter in, register B controls the num-
ber of bytes of the answer that are read from the calculator and stored 
in memory beginning at the address contahled in register pair DE. This 
data in answer form is.then converted into calculator form and stored in 
appropriate memory space to be. used in making otner calculations. 
At this point the microprocessor starts executing monitoring system 
software which is used in both,grain loading and unloading situations. Th~ 
title heading fur the output record is printed a~ the DEC~Writer. 
A one minute delay is programmed using counters zero and one of the 
8253 programmable interval timer. A control word of 30 is sent to the 
control word' register which instructs the programmable interval timer to 
. 
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nificant Byte, interrupt on terminal count, and counter zero ~/ill be a 
sixteen bit binary counter. Counter zero is then loaded with a value of 
1770 to be downcounted. Then a control word of 76 is sent to the control 
word register which instructs the programmable iqterval timer to select 
counter one, Read/Load Least S'lgnificant Byte finst, then '·10st Significant 
Byte, produce a square wave rate ge~~rator, and counter one will be a six-
teen bit binary counter. Counter one is loaded with a value of 2710. The 
• 
clock for counter one is the one microsecond c'lo~k used by the system. 
With a counter value of 27l0,counter one produces a square wave form with 
a period of ten thousand microseconds or one hundredth of a second which 
acts as the clock for counter zero. ' So everyone hundredth of a second 
counter zero is downcounted by one. The binary value of 1770 which is in 
counter zero is a decimal value of six thousand. Six thousand multiplied 
times one hUndredth of a second is sixty seconds or one minute. After 
the counters are set to the correct values the interrupt capability is 
-, 
enabled. The remainder of the system softWare will be executing whfle the 
one minute delay is being counted by the programmable interval timer. The 
remainder of the system software will be through ,executing and the micropro-
cessor will be in a cycle, doing nothing, while awaiting the interrupt sig-
naling the end of the one minute delay. When counter zero is downcounted 
to zero an interrupt request (INTR REQ*) signal will be sent to the C~U, 
• signaling the end of the one minute delay, and program execution will be 
sent to an interrupt handler. 
While the one minute delay is being counted program execution continues. 
A low signal is output on the Least Significant ait of Output port 01, sig-
. 
naling Triac #1 to complete circuit allowing current to flow to the LOAD 
solenoid. This activates the LOAD solenoid so that the LOAD button is 
depressed allowing grain sample tO,fall into test cell of the moisture meter • 
• 
The LOAD solenoid remains on for one second by us'ing a software delay I~OU-
.. 
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.~fne. Registers B, C, and D are. loaded with appropriate values and deere-
'\mented in a loop. When register B is finally d~cremented to zero the one _~J . "" .. 
# second delay has been completed. A more detailed explanation of this delay -
routine is given in The Designer·s Guide to Pro~rammed Logic. When the 
one second delay has been completed a high signal is output on the Least 
Significant Bit of Output port 01, signaling Triac # 1 to brea~ circuit; 
to turn off the LOAD solenoid, releasing the LOAD button • 
• ~ 
The same type of delay routine as w~s just used is used to provide a 
fifteen second delay to allow moistUre meter enough time to take a moisture 
content reading of the grain sample in the "test eel' of the moisture meter. 
After the fifteen second delay has been completed the moisture content 
reading taken by the moisture meter is read by the microprocessor and 
stored in actual form a~ a three digit value. A check is made to deter-
mine if the moisture content reading taken is valid. If the moisture con-
tent reading is less than 05.0 or greater than ~O.O it is considered an 
" invalid reading. If the reading is invalid a message stating that the 
reading is invalid is output to the DEC-Writer along with the invalid read. 
ing apd the reading is disregarded. The grain s~mple is dumped out of 
the test cell, time keeping is perfonned, and the systC!m a~/aits the one 
minute interrupt signal. 
If the moisture content reading is valid the ACT-ASCII subroutine is 
, 
called to convert the moisture content reading from actual form into ASCII 
form. The moisture content reading ;s stored in ASCII form as part of the 
output record. The ACT-CAL subroutine is used to convert and store mois-
ture content reading in calculator form to be used in calculating average 
. 
moisture content. 
Calculations are performed to find the present average moisture con-






• lator card. These calculations are present total of moisture content read-
ings, number of moisture content readings taken, and the average moisture 
content value. These calculations are performed in the same manner as the 
calculation that was previously done. A listing of what is stored in cal-
culation space is shown in Table 2 which is in ap earlier part of this section. 
The first ca1culation is to determine the total of moisture content 
readings. A RESET signal is sent to the calculator card and instructions 
for mode and mantissa digit count are then output to calculator card. Next 
.' \ 
the LOAO-W-COUNT subroutine is used to send data starting at 3066 and the 
, 
following OF bytes to the calculator. This data includes individual mois-
ture content reading, enter operator, total of moisture content values, 
and addition operator. OUT subroutine informs calculator to prepare to 
output the anS\'1er so it can be read by the mi croprocessor. The READ-CAL 
~ ~ubroutine reads the answer from the calculator and stores it in answer 
.' 
" , ,~ 
form in the storage and calculation memory'space. The answer 'is then con-
vel"ted into calculator form and stored in two different memory locations 
't 
to be used for later calculations. 
Next the number of readings taken is calculated using the same calcu-
. 
lation procedure. The data that is sent to the ,calculator to be used in 
making the calculation is number of readings taken. enter operator. 1.0, 
and the addition operator. This calculation adds one to the previous num-
ber of readings taken to obtain the present number of readings taken. The 
• 
answer is read from the calculator, stored in memory in answer form. con-
verted to calculator form and stored in three different memory locations 
to be used for making more calculation$. 
Now the microprocessor I,,'"!. values required ,~o calculate a present 
average moisture content. Data sent to the calculator card is the values 
which have just been calculated and stored in memory in calcu1ator form 
The sequence of data. tr:an.smission:JsJ"total of'moisture content"values, .'':'' 
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· enter instruction, number of readings taken. and the division instruction. 
The answer is read and stored in answer form into memory. A special sub-
routine, AVG-ANS-CAL, is used to convert data from answer form into cal-
culator form and store it into memory. The subrout1ne rounds the data to 
three digits in the form of two dig{ts, a decim~l point, and a tenths digit. 
An average moisture content value calcul~ted to be 9.4056000 would be 00 
OB 09 04 05 05 06 00 00 00 in answer 'form and would be converted to 00 09 
OA 05 in calculator form or printed as 09.5 on the output record. This 
• 
prevents the average moisture content value fro~ being printed with a hun-
dredths digit which would imply accuracy which doesn't exist. The average 
moisture content value is converted from calculator form into ASCII form 
and stored in memory as part of the output record. 
The output record is printed at the DEC-Writer by the use of the 
BUfOUT subroutine. The output record contains date, time, individual mois-
ture content reading, average mOisture conteot value, and th~ destination 
where grain will be stored. 
... 
The next sequence of instructions checks the individual moisture 
content reading and average moisture content value for being outside the 
1 imits input at the beginning of the monitoring pperation. In preparation 
for performi ng these checks the a't'erage mOl sture content Va 1 ue is convert-
ed from calculator form into actual form and stored into memory. The 
subroutines used to perform these checks are HI-INDIV-TEST, LO-INDIV-TEST,-
, 
• HI-AVG-TEST, and LO-AVG-TEST. The starting address for limit value is 
10aded into HL register pair and the starting address for moisture content 
reading or average moisture content is loaded into the DE register pair • 
A counter value for number of bytes to be compar,ed ;s loaded into register 
• 
B and when the appropriate subroutine is called it does the comparison. 
All values compared are in actual form t~ make the comparison easier and 



















appropriate message stating value is outside l;/Iiit is printed at the DEC-, 
Writer and program execution continues. Otherwise program execution con-
tinues without anything being printed at the DEC-Writer. 
After performing these checks for values being within their limits 
the system checks to determine if it needs to do a calculation for requir-
ed moisture content for remainder of grain to be loaded. The direction 
indicator is pulled off the stack to determine if system is in loading 
or unloading mode. If the system is in the unloading mode the calcula-
tion isn't required so program execution jumps to the section of program-
ming which controls the unloading of the grain sample from the test cell. 
If the system is in the loading mode the counter for readings interval 
between calculation is decremented and checked for being zero. If the 
counter is nonzero it isn't time to do the calculation so program execu-
tion jumps to the section of progral11T1ing that controls unloading of the 
grain sample from the test cell of the moisture meter. If the counter is 
zero it is time to do the calculation to find the required moisture con-
tent of the remaining grain to be able to obtain the desired final ave-
rage moisture content. 
To find the required moisture content for remaining grain Equation 
3 is used. A calculation must be done to find t~e number of readings 
remaining. Data that is sent to the calculator to do that calculation is 
number of predicted readings, enter instruction, number of readings taken, 
and subtraction instruction. The value for number of readings remaining 
is read from calculator and stored in answer form. Then it is converted 
into calculp.tor form and stored into memory to be used in calculation for 
required moisture content of remaining grain. The, CHECK·READING subroutine 
is used here to check if number of readings remaining is zero signaling that 
the predic~~dreadings have been taken and that nO"mor'e calculations for 
required moisture content will be made .. If the number of readings remain-









direction indicator on the stack is changed to indicate an unloading 
mode. No more calculations for required moisture content for remaining 
grain will then be made. An of this is done by theCHECK~READING subroutine 
and program execution will be sent to the UNLOAD-GRAIN section of the pro-
. 
gramming to unload grain from test cell. 
If all of the predicted readings haven't been taken the calculation 
is done to find the required moisture content fllr remaining grain. The 
data that is sent to the calculator is total of aesired moisture content 
readings, enter instruction, present total of moisture content readings 
taken, subtraction instruction, number of reading5 remaining, and the 
'. 
division instruction. This is Equation 3 put into the calculator1s langu-
.' age. The required 1ll0;stul'e content of remaining grain is read from calcu-
lator and stored into memory in answer form. The AVG-ANS-CAL subroutine 
converts this data from answer form into calculator for.m, rounds the 
required moisture content to three digits in the"form of two digits, a 
decimal point, and a tenths digit. This is the standard format for a'l 
moisture content values used in the monitoring system. Then this required 
moisture content value is con~erted i.nto ASCII form and stored into memory. 
<, 
This value is then printed at the DEC-Writer along with a statement say-
ing that this is the required moisture content for the remainder of the 
grain to be able to obtain the desired final average moisture content for 
the grain shipment. The counter which was checked to determine when to 
make calculation is then reinitialized from the other counter in memory 
space which contains number of readings interval between doing each calcu-
lation for required moisture content of remaining grain. 
Next the grain is removed from the test cell of the moir':ure meter. 
This is done by sending a low signal on the next to Least Significant Bit 
on Output Port 01 which signals the Triac # 2 to~activate the UNLOAD sole~ 
!loid to depress the UNLOAD button. A one second delay is then entered to 









leave the UNLOAD button depressed for one second to allow the grain sam-
pl e enough time to fallout the bottom of the te~t cell of the moi sture 
• 
meter. Then the line that controls Triac # 2l is .:s.e~ high and"outjmt through 
OUtput Port 01 to sig!l..al Triac .. D2to .turn',off the 'Solenoid. When- c. -"~ 
* ______ .u " """-''='''-- ,,-" _~. ~. "...., ~"""""--'-
-
ever turning off either of the solenoids the two Least Significant Bits 
being output to Output Port 01 must ~ high to Pfevent inadvertently turn-
ing on one of the solenoids~ 
The remainder of the main program deals with timekeeping to maintain 
correct time and day of ' the month. The hours, minutes, and AM or PM desig-
• 
'. 
nation or pulled out of memory in ASCII form and put into register pairs 
.' Bt, DE, and HL respectively. The minutes value in register pair DE is 
converted from two bytes of ASCII coding into one byte which contains two 
decimal digits and this byte is stored in register E. Anexample is ASCII 
33 35 which is converted into 35. The hours value is converted in the . 
same manner and stored in register C. Now'the time interval of one minute 
is added to the previous minutes time. Then the minutes value is checked 
- .-".-
._---,-".- -------
for being greater than or equal to sixty .. If it isn't greater than or equal 
'r 
to sixty program execution jumps to STOR-TIME routine which converts time 
back into ASCII form to be printed as pa'rt of the output record. If the 
, . 
minutes value is greater than or equal to sixty jt is subtracted by sixty 
to get the correct minutes value and one is added to the hours value. 
Then the new hours value is checked for being thirteen which should 
be a one. If the hours value is thirteen ,it is changed to one,which it 
~ , 
should be,and program execution jumps to the STOR-TIME routine. If the 
hours value isn't thirteen ,program execution jumps to the CHECK-12 rou-
tine. The new hours value is checked for being twelve and if it isn't 
program execution jumps to STOR-TIME,routine. If the new hours value is 
• 
twelve th~ AM or PM designation and possibly the day of the month will have 



















If time designation was A it is changed to P to indicate that time 
. 
• is changing from the first twelve hours of the day to the last twelve hours 
of the day. Then program execution jumps to the STOR-TIME routine. If 
time d~.signation was P qirogram execution jumps to the PM rout; ne which 
handles this condition. The P is changed to an A whi!=h indicates a change-.... -·~ 
~ from the last twelve hours of the day t.o the fir,st twelve hours of the next 
day. Now the day of the month must be incrementt!d so the second digit of 
- . . '. 
the day of the month is brought from memory in ASCII form and incremented 
one. If this results in an ASCII 4D this indicates that the first digit of 
the day of the month must be incremented one. So the ASCII value for the first 
digit' of the day of the month ;s incremented one and the second digit of the 
day of the month. is. reset to an ASCII 30 to indicate a zero for the second digit 
~l of the day of the month.. After being incremented the first digit of the day of 
I' 
I .'" 
the month is stored back into memory in ASCII form. Then the second digit of the 
• 
day of the month is stored back into memory in ASCII form by the STOR-DATE routine. 
If the second digit of the day of the month wasn't an ASCII 40 then the 
program execution jumped to the STOR-OATE routine to store the ASCII form 
of the second digit of the day of the month back into memory space as part 
. . 
'f 
of the output record. 
After getting the correct date put in~o the output record memory space 
the STOR-TIME routine is executed. This routin~ puts the current time just 
calculated back into the output record memory space. The PM or AM desig-
nation is put back into proper memory space. The first digit of minute 
time is converted back into ASCII form and stored in register 0, and the 
'I 
second di gi t of minutes time is converted back into ASCII form and stored 
in register E. Then the minutes ,time in ASCII form in register pair OE is 
stored back into output record memory space. The same procedure is used 
with registers Band C to store hours va.1ue of tjme back into correct memory 






~~~ ----------------------------------.... -· .... '-1 
Now the microprocessor is ready to wait until the interrupt otcurs 
signaling the end of one minute delay. During this time an input to 
. 
. 
instruct the moisture content monitoring system to go into the WAIT mode 
can be entered. In the WAIT mode the system only does timekeeping to main-
tain the correct time and date. It is advantageous to put the system into 
the WAIT mode if the grain transfer equipment must be stopped such as for 
minor repair or to change the bin that grain is ~eing removed from or being 
loaded into. 
A WAIT-CHECK routine checks for wait input being entered. The micro-
processor enters a SUbroutine to wait for an input. If there is no input 
'. 
sent from keyboard of DEC-Writer the microprocessor stays in the CIN sub-
.' routine until the interrupt occurs. If an input is entered from the key-
board of the DEC-WRITER it is brought into the microprocessor and then 
echoed back to the DEC-Writer to show it was received. The data entered 
is checked for being a W indicating system should go into WAIT mode. If 
, "' ... ff ____ .....--- .. ·-··-. f· ... _,.~~..,. 
data entered isn't a. W, program execution-jumps to RUN routine to check if 
it is a R indicating RUN mode is desired. If data entered was a W the 
direction indicator is pulled off the stack, the,previous mode indicator 
is pulled off the stack, the W is pushed onto the stack as the mode indi-
cator, and the direction indicator is pushed' back onto the stack. Then 
a statement saying the system is in the WAIT mode is printed at the DEC-
Writer. Program execution then returns to WAIT-CHECK routine to check for 
a new input changing the mode of the system or to await interrupt signal~ 
The RUN routine checks input for being a R which signals that the 
, 
moisture content monitoring system should return to the RUN mode and start 
monitoring moisture content again. If the input isn't an R or a W then 
it is a incorrect input and program execution returns to WAIT-CHECK routine 
to await a correct input. If input is an R the 9irection indicator is 
- ..... ~-- ...... -. 






the new mode indicator. R, is pushed onto the stack. and the direction indi-
cator is pushed back onto the stack. The mode indicator is put onto the 
stack so that after an interrupt occurs the system can decide to return 
to normal monitoring operation or only do timekeeping. A message stating 
system is in the RUN mode is then printed at the DEC-Writer. 
Subroutines - The following discussion covers the software contained in 
memory space. OCOO through OFFF. This is the subroutine software which is 
in Pppendix B, directly following the main program software. Each subrou-
tine has a NOP or two in the instruction column before it and these lines 
are used in the comment section to briefly describe what the subroutine 
does. This section will give a detailed discussion of the subroutines 
in the order in which. they are stored in memory. 
The eIN subroutine is used to input a character from the keyboard 
of the DEC-Writer into the CPU. This 1s done by checking the status word 
of the 8251 USART connected to Input Port 21. If the next to Least 5ig-
It' " 
nificant line is low the microprocessor keeps checking the USART status 
. 
until a high is rec~ived on this line. When a high on this line which 
is the R~RDY (Receiver Ready) line this indicates that'the USART has a 
character to be input by the CPU. The character is brought into the accu-
mulator by an input command for the data port of the USART which is Port 
20. Now that the character has been put into the accumulator program 
execution is returned to the next address after the calling instruction 
in tile Ima~ln::;program. , ' 
Data is sent from the microprocessor to be printed at the DEC-Writer 
by the COUT subroutine. Data to be sent is stored in the accumulator 
when the eOUT subroutine is called. In the eOUT subroutine the data in 
the accumulator is saved on the stack. The status word is brought in 
by Input Port 21 and the Least Significant Bit which is the TxRDY (Trans-
. ; 
mitter Ready) status is checked until it goes high indicating that the 
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parallel data into serial data and send the data character to the DEC· 
Wri ter. Then the data to be sent to the DEC-~Iri)ter is retrieved from· 
the stack and sent to the USART by Output Port 2£>, The data is converted 
from parallel to serial and transmitted to the printer of the DEC-Writer 
and program execution is returned to the main program address immediately 
• \ 
after the instruction which calle' the COUT subroutine • 
.. 
The Bufout subroutine is used to print. a bl·ock of data at the DEC-
Writer. The main program provides register pair HL with the starting 
address of data to be printed and data in the following memory addresses 
is printed until a NOP (00) is found which signals the end of the data 
block to be transmitted. This subroutine is used to print the questions 
and statements contained in the moisture content monitoring system. When-
ever the BUFOUT subroutine is entered whatever was, in the accumulator is 
" 
stored on the stack. The data stored in the memory address is loaded 
into the accumulator and printed by calling the COUl subroutine.Pata 
continues to be printed by repeating this proced~re until a NOP is found. 
Then what was origin'ally in the accumulator and the flag status is restor .. 
ed from the stack and program execution is returned to the main program. 
Data is brought in from the keyboard of the DEC .. Writer and stored 
• in ASCII form by the READ-DEC .. ASCII -subroutine. 'The starting address 
where data is to be stored is loaded into the HL register pair and data 
.. is stored in this address and the following address. Data is brought in 
from keyboard by eIN subroutine and echoed back .to the printer to show 
.. 
the operator what he typed on the keyboard. Then the data is stored ;n 
ASCII form into the memory address in'register pair HLand register pa'jr 
HL is then incremented to next memory 'address •. This procedure continues 
· 
· until a carriage return is received indicating end of data to be read 







Ihe READ-DEC-ACT subroutine reads data from the keyboard and stores 
; t ; n memory ; n actual form. This subrouti ne \~orks in the same manner as 
the READ-DEC-ASCII subroutine except it converts'data to actual form 
before storing it in memory. Conversion to actual form is done by sub-
stituting a zero in the first digit instead of a three and deleting the 
• 
" decimal point. This subroutine is only used to input numbers so all 
~ .~. 
ASCII numbers have a three in the first digit. A 7 is represented as a 
hexadecimal 37 in ASCII and as a hexadecimal 07 in actual form. 
Moisture content reading is read from the moisture meter and stored 
in memory in actual form by the READ-MC-ACT subroutine. The moisture con-
tent reading will be stored as a three byte value starting with the memory 
address loaded into register pair HL in the main program before calling 
this subroutine. The first digit of moisture content reading is read by 
Input Port 01 and stored directly into memory. The second and third digits 
are read by the Input Port 00 with the second digit in the four MSB (Most 
Significant Bit) and the first digit in the four. LSB (Least Significant 
Bits). This value is converted into two bytes in actual form, stored into 
memory, and program execution then returns to main program. 
The counter for readings interva1 between doing calculation for required 
~ 
moisture content of remaining grain is read from the keyboard by the READ-
DEC-COUNT subroutine. This value can be either a one or two digit value. 
It is read from the keyboard by the CIN subroutine and printed at the 
printer on the DEG-l~riter by the COUT subroutine. A carriage return sig-
. 
nals the end of the input of data. The one or two digit value is convert-
ed into actual form and combined ,if two digits, and then stored into memory 
as a one byte value. If more than two digits are input the additional-digits 
, 
. 
are ignored and the microprocessor. awaits a carriage return signal ing' end of 
input and after it is rec~tved program execution retu~ns to main program. 
",,-...:--~.~" >-'<' < 
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The following subroutines are used with calcu1ator,card inidoi'ng cal-
... 
" 







cUlations required by the moisture content moni~oring system. The RESET 
subroutin~ is used to reset calculator in preparation for making the next 
calculation. A RESET signal is sent by sending a low signal on the most 
significant line of output port 02. This line is held 'low for at least 
• 
'. twenty five microseconds. Then a high signal is sent on this line to 
release the reset and program execution returns '0 main program. 
Data and instructions are sent to the calculator by the LOAD-W-COUNT 
subroutine~,. Before call ing this subroutine the main program initial izes 
register pair BC to the first address where data\to be sent is stored and 
loads register 0 with a counter value for number of data bytes to be sent 
to the calculator. The READY line is checked until it goes high indicat-
ing that calculator is ready to accept data. Data must be in calculator 
" form so that it can be understood by the calculator. The data is then 
sent to the calculator through Output Port 03 along with a high on the 
STROBE-IN line which informs the calculator to read what is on the data 
lines. The STROBE-IN line is then cleared and the counter in register D 
is decremented. This procedure continues until the counter in register 
o is decremented to zero, then program execution returns to the -main pro-
gram. 
Instructions telling the calculator that it will be read from and 
to have its data available to be read is dono by the OUT subroutine. 
The OUT instnuction is a two byte instruction and is sent to the calcu-
. 
lator in the same way that the LOAD-W-COUNT subroutine sends data. The 
. 
READY 1ine is checked until it goes high, first part of OUT instruction 
is sent along with a high on STROBE-IN line to calculator,'STROBE-IN 
, 
. 
line is cleared, READY line is checked until it goes high again, second 
part of OUT instruction is sent along with a high on STROBE-IN line to cal-
. 
. cul ator, 'STROBE- IN. 1; ne is cl eared, and· program executi on' is retur-ned ',to 
. , 
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tion is, so an hexadecimal 11 is uted: 
The READ-CAL subroufine reads the answer from the calculator and stores 
it in answer form in memory. When average moist~re content value is cal-
culated it is rounded to three significant digits by this subroutine. 
Before calling the subroutine the main program initializes register pair 
DE to the memory address where answer will be st~red and a counter for 
'. 
number of bytes of answer to be read is loaded';into register B: "Af1:er entering 
the subroutine the counter in register B is saved in register C for mak-
ing a check later in the subroutine. The DATA AVAILABLE* line is checked 
until it goes low indicating that calculator has ~ata ready to be read. 
When the DATA AVAILABLE* line goes low,data ;s read from the calculator 
through Input Port 03, stored in memory in answer form, STROBE-OUT is set . 
high, then cleared to prepare to read next byte 6f data, and register'B'~ounter 
is decremented. This procedure continues reading bytes of data until regis-
ter B counter is zero. Then the origihal counter value is checked for 
being 05. If it isn't 05,then some calculation ~ther than average moisture 
content was made so rounding isn't required and program execution is return-
ed to main program. If 05 bytes were read this could be a calculation for 
average moisture content so it needs to be rounded . 
. 
To do the rounding an additional byte of dafa is read from the calcu-
l~tor. If this byte of data is less than five,no rounding is required 
so program execution jumps past rounding software and sends STROBE-OUT 
high signal to calculator, clears STROBE-OUT and; returns program ex~cution 
to main program. If data byte just read 1s greater than or equal to five, 
rounding is required. The third digit of average moisture content is 
recalled from memory, rounded up one, and stored back into memory. If 
the third digit is a decimal value program exec~tion jumps to the CON-
TINUE 1 routine. If the third digit value was incremented from 09 to 
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~ 
rect memory space. Then the second digit value is incremented one and 
• 
.. 
checked for being OAt If it isn't OA,then program execution jumps to 
CONTINUE 1 routine. .' If second digit value is OA.it is changed to 00 and 
the ftrst digit is incremented. If first digit isn't OA,then program 
execution jumps to CONTINUE 1 routine. If first digit is OA it is chang-
ed to 01 and the decimal point position_indicator is decremented. For 
example a average moisture content value of 9.995 is read from calculator 
(. , 
in answer form as 00 OS 09 09"09 05. and is rounded to"a·'three digit answer 
value of 00 OA 01 00 00. The first byte is sign byte and the second byte 
_ :.C~ __ .....;~ __ _ 
is the decimal point position indicator. Now the CONTINUE 1 routine 
, . 
sends a STROBE-OUT high to 'calculator, clears it and program execution 
returns to main program. 
All of the next eight subroutines except for the COpy subroutine are 
used to read data stored at one place in memory in one number form, con- . 
vert data to another number form, and store converted data in another form 
• 
at a new memory location. The COpy routine is for moving data from one 
block of memory space to another block of memory space without converting 
any of the data. The conversion subroutines are used to convert· data 
that was input, read or calculated to a differen~ number form to'do':t:om-
I 
parison, new calculations,~lor. to;·be printedflat.the DEC-~~riter. Before. 
the main program calls any of the~e subroutines it initializes register 
pair HL to the first address of the'memorYdipace where data is to be ~., 
read, and register pair DE is initialized'to the first 'address of the 
memory space where converted data W~,!ll be stored. Also some of the sub.' 
routines use a counter for number of bytes to be conver-ted, This counter' 
;s loaded into register B by the main program before the subroutine is 
called. Whenever the subroutine completes its task program execution 

















rho QOPX sy~rQut;ne is used to copy the initial storage and calcula-
tion memory space from ROM (Read Only Memory) in'to RAM (Random Access ~1em­
ory) where data can be written into this memory -space. A data byte from 
the memory addressed by register pair HL is loaded into the accumulator 
and then stored into memory addressed by register pair DE. Both register 
pa irs are ; ncremented to the next memory addr'ess .. and the procedure con-
tinues until desired number of data bytes is transferred at which time pro-
gram execution is returned to main program. 
ASCII form numbers are converted into calculator form numbers by the 
ASCII-CAL subroutine. This subroutine is used tel convert predicted n~mber 
of readings which is input in ASCII form into calculator form for maKing 
. 
calculations. A decimal 5 is a ASCII 35 and is a 05 in calculator fonn. 
Also the ASCII decimal point (2E) is converted into the calculator form 
• 
. decimal point (OA) •. The number of data bytes to .be .converted is controU .. · 
ed byt-th"e counter. in Register B. 
The ANS .. CAL subroutine converts data from answer form as read from 
calculator into calculator form which can be used to make more calculations 
or be converted again into another form. The sign byte of answer form 




made to determine what the decimal point position indicatl'\r is and depend-
ing on the value of the decimal point position indicator a counter value 
is loaded into register C to show where to insert calculator form decimal 
point. After determining the value of the count~r to be put into regis-
. 
ter C a data byte is converted from answer form into calculator form and 
• 
registers Band C are decremented. This continues until register C is 
........ ... - ... _-
decrememted to ;zero. Then a calculator form decimal point is inserted, 
into calculator .. fonn memory spaceiand registerS is decremented. Then 










conversion has been completed. 
Actual form individual moisture content reading which was used in 
comparison tests is converted into ASCII form va~ue to be stored in the 
output record by the ACT-ASCII subroutin@. 'This-subroutine doesn't use 
a counter for number of bytes to be converted. The individual moisture 
content reading has only three digits which are stored as three data 
bytes in actual form. The first two digits are c,onverted from actual 
form into ASCII form. An ASCII decimal point is inserted into the ASCII 
memory space and the third digit is then converted from actual form into 
ASCII form. Thi s produces a moi sture content val ue composed of two di gits, 
a decimal point, and a tenths digit. ~ 
The ACT-CAL subroutine converts actuai form moisture content values 
into calculator form to be used to do more·calcu1ations. This subroutine 
operates eXactly the same as the previous subroutine except the decimal 
point inserted is a calculator form decimal point. 
~,~ ---
Average moisture content values are converted from calculator form 
into ASCII form to be stored in the output record by the CAL-ASCII Gubrou-
tine. This subroutine does use ,a counter to control the number of bytes 
to be converted. A check must be done on each byte to determine if it is 
the calculator form decimal point. If it is the calculator form decimal 
point,it is converted into the ASCII decimal point and stored in ASCII 
memory space. If it isn't the calculator form decimal point the number 
contained in the byte is converted from calcu1ator form into ASCII form. 
This procedure continues until the counter in register B is decremented 
signaling all data bytes have been converted •. 
The CAL-ACT subroutine converts the calculator form of average mois-
ture content into actual form so comparison tests can be ran. To do this 
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and deleted. Other than the decimal point the calculator form and actual 
form are the same, so the remaining calculator form bytes are stored into 
actual form memory space. 
Whenever an average moisture content value is calculated it must 
be converted from answer form as read from calculator into calculator , 
form as two digits, a decimal, and a tenths digit. The AVG-ANS-CAL sub-
routine does this conversion. This requires determining if the decimal. 
point position indi.cator byte contains an OA or an OB. If the decimal 
~._point position in~~cator. is OA this indicates tn~t when the answer form 
.Iis converted to calculator form the decimal poil1t will be correctly placed 
between the second and third digit. The number bytes in answer form 
are the same as in calculator form. So whenever an OA is in the decimal 
point indicator byte, two answer form bytes are stored as calculator form 
bytes, a calculator decimal point is inserted and the third answer form 
byte is stored as a calculator form byte .. When the decimal point posi-
tion indicator contains an OB this indicates that there is only one digit 
before where the decimal should be placed. This~occurrs when the average 
moisture content value that is calculated is l~ss than 10.0 percent~ In 
order to represent the correct amount of accuracy and to keep average mois-
ture content value digits in correct position to make comparison tests there 
must be two digits, a decimal, and a tenths digit in the average moisture 
content value. So in this case a zero mu~t be inserted as the first digit, 
the first digit from answer form i-s .stored as th'e second digit in calcula~ 
tor form, and the second digit from answer form' is rounded and stored as 
the third digit in calculator form. The rounding routine is similar to 
the one used to do the rounding in the READ-CAL subroutine. 
..... ~ " ~ . '" ~- " ...... '" 
The DECIMAL-HEX subroutine changes the one byte two digit decimal 














ed moisture content for remaining grain into a ohe byte two digit hexa-
decimal value. The counter val~e must be changed from decimal to hexade-
cimal because this is the number system in which the microprocessor operates. 
Register pairs HL and DE are initialized by thp. main program to the memory 
addressess where the decimal value is stored and where the hexadecimal 
, 
value will be stored. The subroutine loads the decimal value into the I ' -
accumulator. Register C is loaded with the first digit of the decimal 
value as a counter for number of times to go through decrement cycle. 
The decrement cycle decrements the decimal value~ six times and register 
C is decremented. This procedure continues unti~ the counter in regis-
ter C is zero indicating the decimal value has been converted into a hexa-
decimal value. The hexadecimal value is then stored in the memory space 
addressed by register pair DE. 
The INDIV-CHECK subroutine checks the' individual moisture content 
reading limits that were input from the keyboard to determine if the high 
limit is greater than or equal to the low limit. If there was an error 
in the inputs from the keyboard this subroutine would help detect it in 
many cases. Register pair HL is loaded with the starting address where 
the high limit for individual moisture content reading is stored in actual 
form and register pair DE is loaded with the starting address where the 
low limit for individual moisture content readiTlH is stored in actual form, and 
Register B is loaded with a counter for number of bytes to be compared. 
The high limit digit is loaded into register C and the low limit digit 
is loaded into the accumulator and the digits are compared. If low limit 
digit is less than high limit digit the low limit value is less than high 
limit value so program execution jumps to HI-AVG-READ in main program. 
---- '. ~ 
If the low limit digit isn't less than or equal to high limit digit then 
, 
the low limit value is greater than the high limit value so program execu-
~,-. h ___________ _ 
, 
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tion jumps to READ-LIM-MESS to print a message stating this has occurred. 
The counter is decremented and checked for being zero. If the counter 
isn't zero the procedure is repeated until desired number of bytes have 
been compared or one of the previous cases occur. 
A check similar to the INDIV-CHECK is performed by the AVG-CHECKto 
68 
~ 
. determine. if high average moisture content limi)t is greater than or equal 
'i 
to low average moisture content limit. This subroutine operates the same 
except if inputs are correct program execution jumps to DIRECTION routine 
in main program and if inputs are incorrect program execution jumps to 
'. 
AVG-LIM-MESS to print message stating inputs are incorrect . 
. ' 
The DESIR-AVG-TEST subroutine checks to determine if the desired ave-
rage moisture content value input at the keyboard is within the high and 
low limits for average moisture content. 'This subroutine operates by 
checking if high average moisture content limit ~s greater than or equal 
to desired average moisture content value and if low average moisture con-
tent limit is less than or equal to desited average moisture content ~alue. 
The checks in this sUbroutine are done in the same manner as the checks in 
" 
the previous subroutines. 
When the individual moisture content reading is read from the moisture 
meter the HI-VALID- TEST and the LO- VALID- TEST ro.uti ne check to make sure 
the reading is valid. The high valid moisture content reading is 50.0 
percent and the low valid moisture content reading is 05.0 percent. These 
checks are performed the same way as the other checks. If a grain sample 
~ 
wasn't gotten into the test cell of the moisture meter a value in th~ 
. • I I 
high nineties will be given for corn or soybeans and a value between zero 
and one will be given for oats. These checks are used to detect if this 
.occurs, ; f so the readi ng wi 11 be ignored. 
'j 
,The next four subroutines are HI-INDIV-TEST·, LO-INDIV-TEST! HI-AVG-
TEST, and LO-AVG- TEST. The fi rst two check i nd; vi dua 1 moi sturj~ content 
reading for being greater than or less than the limits input for indivi-
dual moisture content reading. And the last two check average moisture 
. 
. 
content value for being greater than or less than the limits input for 
average moisture content. These subroutines work the same as the other 
.. 
comparison subroutines. Whenever a value ;s outside the limit being check-
ed a message stating this is printed at the DEC-~riter. 
A check is performed by the CHECK-READING subroutine when the system 
is in the load monitoring situation to determine if the predicted number 
of readings have been taken. Unlike the other comparisons which were done 
. 
'. 
with data in actual form this subroutine works with data in calculator 
• form. The number of readings remaining data i.s checked. The predicted 
number of readings have been taken if all of the data bytes except the 
decimal point byte contain zeros ... When this occurs the direction of 
grain indicator on the stack is changed from N to Y to signal there will 
be no more calculations for required moisture content of remaining grain. 
A message stating that predicted number of readings have been made is print-
ed and program execution jumps to the UNLOAD-GRAIN routine in main program. 
" 
The next nine subroutines are used ~o.print messages from the com-
parison subroutines stating that a certain situation has occurred. These 
subroutines load the starting address of their particular message into 
register pair HL. Then the message is printed at the DEC-Writer using 
th~ BUFOUT subroutine. Finally the subroutine sends program execution to 
the correct address in the software. 
At addresses 1580-1582 the instructions are stored which are sent to 
the calculator after it has been reset. Two NOPs should be sent after a 
reset and then the Master Clear (MCLR).instruction is sent to instruct cal-
69 
culator to clear all registers, automatically set mantissa digit count to 
eight, and input and output values in flo~ting point mode. 
When an interrupt occurs at the end of the one minute time delay the 
microprocessor's program execution is sent to address 0038 by the RST 7 
instruction. At this address the microprocessor is instructed to jump to 
address 1585 which is the Beginning of the INTR-RESET routine. This routine 
reloads counter zero of the 8253 Programmable Interval Timer to set up the 
one minute time delay again. Counter zero is reloaded in the same manner 
that was used to load it earlier in the main program software. The return 
address showing where program execution was when the interrupt occurred 
is pulled off of the stack. Then the return from subroutine address which 
is next on the stack is removed. These addresses are removed because 
they aren't going to be used and they must be removed after each interrupt 
-----------. 
to prevent them from building up on the stack and eventually moving down 
into RAM calculation space. Next, there is a interrupt enable command to 
allow interrupt to occur at end of one minute time delay. The system mode 
indicator is moved into the accumulator to check for WAIT or RUN mode. 
If the system ;s in the WAIT mode ,program eXECution is 'directed to the time-
keeping routine to. ~pd~te the time. If the system is. in the RUN mode pro-
gram ex~cution is directed to load a fresh sample and repeat monitoring 
operation. 
Performance. Tests 
A test to simulate the use of the mOisturelmonitoring system under 
actual conditions was performed to determine if'the system would operate 
correctly. The system was operated with two different test procedures. 
One test procedure was simulating incoming grai~ being unloaded into a 
bin at a grain terminal. The other test procedure simulates grain being 
• 








Approximately 25 kg of corn was obtained to prepare samples for 
testing the system. This corn was measured qy the moisture meter to 
have an initial moisture content of 12.7 percent wet basis. Five groups 
of corn were prepared by adding varying, amounts -of water to each group. 
Three larger groups of 7.5 kg of corn were prepared with approximately 
-, 
one percent moisture content increments between each group. The other 
two groups of 1.25 kg of corn were prepared with one group being distinct-
ly lower and the other group being distinctly higher in moisture content 
. 
than the middle three groups. The approximate moisture content of the 
groups of corn was 13, 15, 16, 17, and 19 percent. All of the corn was 
prepared at the same time gl1d a period of 24 hours was allowed for the 
moisture content in each group to approach an equilibrium value. During 
the waiting period the corn was manually stirred several times to keep 
damper ,corn mixed with dryer corn. This speeded the process of bring-
ing moisture content towards an equilbrium value. in each lot of corn. 
The moisture content for samples from each group will still vary some 
but this is appropriate since this will better simulate different mois· 
ture content of corn sampl es bei ng pull ed from c,orn arri vi ng r.t a grain 
. 
terminal. 
The first test procedure was to simulate incoming corn at a grain 
terminal. An experimental design was setup to measure moisture content 
of samples drawn from the prepared groups in a random sequence. The 
test was to be two hours in length using one minute sampling intervals. 
So a random number table was used to generate 120 random numbers. The 
values were selected by randomly picking a value and taking it and the 
next 119 values which range from 0 to 9. When there is a 1, 2, or 3 a 
sample from the 15% moisture content corn i~ pulled and put in the mois-
ture meter. When there is a 4, 5, or 6 a sample from the 16% moisture 
content corn is used and when there is a 7, 8, or 9 a sample from the 













17% moisture content corn is used. The 13% or 19% moisture content corn 
is used whenaver a zero appears. Whether the 13% or 19% moisture content 
corn is used depends on the\~ist of random numbers preceding the ~ero. 
If a one is closer to the zero th~n a nine,'then a sample from the 13% 
moisture content corn is use'd. If a nine is closer to the zero than a 
. one, then a sample from the 19% moisture content .com is' used. This;s 
the random sequence used to load samples of varying moisture content 
into the moisture meter . 
.... ~--
The inputs that the system asks for in preparation for the monitoring 
• 
operation are then loaded by the operator. Upper and l.ower limits for 
an individual moisture content 'reading are 17.5 and 14.5. The three 
middle moisture content groups of corn are inside these limits and 
the high and low moisture conterit groups are outside these limits. 
· , 
Average moisture content for all 'groups of the corn should be approxi-
mately 16% so the upper and 10w~r limits for average moisture content 
is 'set at 0.5% on either side of this value at 16.5% and 15.5%. 
· 
· Then the monitoring process began with a corn sample being deliver-
ed to the moisture meter. ' The .system loaded tbe sample into the mois-
ture meter, a reading was taken, an output record was printed, and 
the sample was domped. The operator then returned this sample to the 
corn group it was pulled from, delivered a' fresh sample to the moisture' 
, . 
meter, and the system repeated the monitoring procedure. Samples were 
loaded in the order that the corresponding random numbers were drawn. 
A printout of the output from the system during~the test is shown in 
appendix D. The fourth reading is invalid beca~$e only a small frac-
tion of the correct sample size was loaded and so an excessively low 
reading was obtained. Also, the fifth reading was invalid because no 
corn was loaded and an excessively high reading was obtained. This 
" 
shows the system's capability to check for these type of invalid 
~ . . 
.. ~ 
72 
readings and not use them in the calculation of average moisture con-
tent. Inmediately after the 4:06 reading the system was put into the 
wait mode so that all it dcies is keep the correGt time. This allows 
an interruption in the monitoring process 'for equipment repair or any 
other temporary delay. Then the system was put back into the run 
mode and the remainder of the test 'was comp1eted •. 
During the test procedure for the unloading of incoming grain the 
moisture content monitoring system performed correctly. Timekeeping 
for tbe one minute sampling intervals and for t~e total test period 
was correct. Calculation of average moisture content with appropriate 
rounding was correctly done. All of the checks on limits and the appro-
priate output messages operated as required. So the system worked as 
. 
expected and performed all requirements during fhis phase of testing. 
The other test was run to determine how well the moisture content 
monitoring system. performed under conditions where grain was being load-
ed onto a carrier to be transported to another 9rain terminal. In this 
test only two of the groups of corn were used. These groups contained 
corn of 15% and 16% moisture content. This test used these groups of 
corn in a~ attempt to obtain a shipment of corn with a moisture content 
of 15.4 percent. Moisture content of corn mustlbe between 14.0 and 15.5 
I 
percent to be #2 grade corn so if 15.4 percent is obtained this corn 
shipment would qualify for #2 grade. 
Inputs required by the system are set by th,e operator. Upper and 
lower limits for individual moisture content re~dings are set as 16.2 
and 14.8 percent so almost all of the corn from the two moisture con-
tent groups used should be within the limits. Upper and lower limits 
for average moisture content are set at 15.8 and 15.0 percent to be 0.4 
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The desired final average moisture content is 15.4 percent. There 
should be 120 readings with a 10 reading interval between ~ach calcula-
tion of what the remaining moisture content shou~d be to obtain the 
desired final average moisture content. 
The monitoring procedure is started using samples pulled from the 
corn group of approximately 15 percent moisture'content. After each 
ten readings output is printed showing what the average moisture content 
of the remaining grain should be to obtain the desired final average 
moisture content. Samples from the 15 percent ~oisture content group 
a~ used until this output states that the remainder of the grain should 
have an average moisture content of approximately 16 percent. After 
seventy readings have been taken, the output states that the remainder 
, 
of the grain should have an average moisture con~tent of 16.1 percent. 
So the system is put into the wait mode which simulates the actual wait-
ing at a grain terminal to sWitch'to pulling grain from a different bin. 
Then the system is put into the run mode and sa~ples pulled from the 
16 percent moisture content group are used. This continues until 
all 120 readings have been taken and a message is printed stating the 
predicted number of readings have been taken. Several more readings 
ar~ taken to show that the system stops calculating and outputting 
1 
information concerning the average moisture content of remaining grain. , 
This completed the test procedure and the moisture content monitoring 
system was then stopped. 
During this test procedure the system perfbrmed well with all out-
puts and calculations being correct. The secane' reading after the wait 
mode is lower than what it should be. When the solenoid opened the 
trap door at the top of the test cell to load the previous sample the 






So on the next sample~part of sample escaped into the test cell too 
early and when the remainder 'of the samp1e was loaded, an erroneous 
reading was obtained. This was the only time during both test procedures 
that this situation occurred. If this became a "problem a slightly strong-
er spring could be installed on the trap door to prevent this situation 
from occurring. All other parts of the system functioned correctly dur-
i ng this, test. 
In summarizing the results of the test the moisture content moni-
toring system worked well throughout both tests. All calculations'and 
round ins ,of va 1 ues were done correctly • All of !the checks worked and 
output '1nformation WIlS printed at the appropriate time. These tests 
show that the system will perform the tasKs for which it was designed. 







WIRING SCHEMATICS FOR ALL 
CARDS USED AND BACKPLANE 
WIRING FOR ALL INTERFACE 
CONNECTIONS 
.. 
This appendix contains the Wiring schematics for al1 of the cards 
used in the system. both those that were bought and the one that was 
wirewrapped within the department~ Also, contained are the backplane 
wiring list for the USART and timer card, calculator card, triac card, 
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. GAOU"O iJE:" - It. G OU14 0 • 
"_YOlT. n. ± t± ", • Y-Ot 11 tll_N e' 1-:-;;- I~ OOUT .' OIN 7' I- - ,--II OUl 7' t l! ' 
DIN I' I-
" 
Iii' I~ OOUl t' Ol~; ~' !- ' '"7) OOUT ~' " ,. I~ -:-
0"1 " '~ 
!-, ~ It OOUl " 01 11 )' 
" 
'~ i(N'l OOUI " 
DIN " 
-T-" ,t I( " OOUl" " 
DIN I' I, ., l' OUl OOUT I' 
A!6 t_/ • ;oJ l.e'j' .t A,. 
.' 
ry.- e , A7 
A,. e ! 
,=-
, ,v I At 
A,) C. • .. I (tv T A\ 
A'2 I 
, o~ U 
All • C T Al 
A,O ,~ ';-;-- A2 
A- T l' O'T A' 
"OP' O. , ' - '1 OUT WAtT' 
IPI' I ~vl . ;' • rUl OU1' 
JPAII C_ oIIT .. '3 JUT WAM' 
AO M' 0:)1 .f) ., OUT INTA' 
HLU' OUT .~ 47 I II IAEO' 
HLO' 1,1 ~" .g IN ROY 
Run' It. " ." OUT TllU 
SYNC' OU I ... 
• 3 OUT A5 1 ' 
, ,2 YOLH ," t' .. I '. "~VOLT5 
'0 "gn." . tll v low I • • 1 10 It 
OUTPUTS (Actlv 10 logic , drtv c 
Th d sign t d output lin 5 go to th 
pablll 10 TIL 10 ds c pt wh r not d) 
3· t I cond tlon In re pon to th HOLD Input. 
• , 8 TTL 10 d . 3- I 
• lines, 20 TTL 10 d CtlV hi gh, 3·stat 
• ri le Cloc , 3·s t t wi th ull-up 
• 
Had , 3· tate 
1/0 Ou ut Cloc , 3-5t t with pull·w 
I/O In pu t , 3·stal 
1 Int rrup R spons 
1 W It Control. 3· 
1 Stop Con trol 
1 Reset Control 
1 Sync Pul se Lin 
1 Cloc Pul Line, 8 TTL 10 s 
1 SPARE fit Ou ( 0 ), Oscillator (OSC) . emory Cycl 
re Jum er s I ctabl on Prin ted CirCUit Board 
POWER REQUIREM NTS 
_ 50 0 a 80 mA maxImum 
1 (M1), STACK or Int rrupt Enabl (INTE) 
+ VDO = 
VCC = 
G 0 = 
-VBB = 
12 volt 
5 vo lts 
o vol ts 
·5 volts 
:: 5 ~o at 1.7 A maXimum, fully loaded (50 mA per RAM ; 
_ 5 ~o a 7 mA ma I mu m 
OP ERATING TEMPERATURE RANGE: 0·55·C 
CONNECTOR REQUIR EMENTS: 56 In, 28 position dual·readout on 0,125 In , (0,318 cm ) cent rs 
R -L 
RP H A T I O 2411 G rd n Ro d 
101 95 7n6 
T' X 9 103607082 













































F ATUR S 
'''.' t..I' 
''',. I ~'-t-i AOO~ .. 
MPS SYST M COMPONENTS 
8116 ROM CARD 
2K BYTES BY 8-BITS 
1302. 1 02. or 1702 RO 8 r d only m mory tor th MPS rI S 
nlz d 048 byl of b- bll . 
K byl • 
1702) ROM. 
lII,tII .,.O· ~--a...-'>------------------' 
...... "'. 





811 ROM SP CIFICATIO NS 
CARD 0 M NSIONS 
I'" IOr.1 CO N"I [C I OA ""1 LI~I 
• 0 tn . (11 4 em) hi 
• 0 4 In (1 2 em) m Imum pr olll 
• 0062 tn . (0. 1 em) print 
CARO INCLUO S 
MAXIMUM CARD CAPABI LITI S 
• EI ht ' 302. ' 02 or 1702 ROMs (2048 byt of R d 
Only M mory) 
",.'.\MI~" 
:"1".4\ ' Ul/. 
',!l,IIAI 
r:_' VOL I 1 ___ t..!'!... , 
O " OU NO , C 
10 VOU S '''1 I 
Ol NI' 'II.!... fT PI I" I 
DI N (I I I, 
DIN~' OU T I. 
fE ' NC ' n~ ~ 
DI N)' t Ol!!.. !.! 
DI N" Oll! ~ 
01"11 ' OU T I :,,:, ~ 
~t 
---- ~ ~ C AII O AD < IAU I AAO AOR : IA 13) ~ I 
CAn ADR I "jAi'" IN .\. 
1""1 '. 1' '''1.[11 
,,~,.A L I LO,'. 
f,lG "IA\ 
• .""- " VOlU J-
.11 OROI 










WO AD A~I\ IAI I 
, ~ IN WO AD ADA -;;:;t 
,I IN WO AD ADA IAI' 
:" IN WORD AO~ 
1I !.'i: WOAO ADA~ INTE RFACE M ADA ' fA'" IN • 3' 'N WO 0 ADR fAll 
Ii M ADA' fA IOI IN , ,. '", WO RD ADR IAn 
RO Ioi AOR I fA' , It. I 3~ , IN WOR D ADA IAI , low 10 Ie, 10 ding 1 TTL 10 d. 
~ARD SCl) ' ('LIT • J~ OUT C ARO 5n 0' 
C AR O (l c' OU~ 
" " 
IN CARD ("lAD LE' 
rcAR D u - , - i Olil .. ' 3 ('lUI C AR D S[l · ,' ~ARD SCL. • .,--- OUT <tI 
" 
OLIT C AAD SCL " 
OS loads ch , CtlV high 
~ ., IN CHIP [NABU ' >--
I ~o , ~ OUT CAADstL, " 
" 
" 
OUI PULL ,U P 
ROM' 
'''1 . ~C ~J 
'" 
,. 
'''1 P OWER SAVC ' 
'o.,lg III 4C1I" Lo .. L"_' Logic 
high ~ 
Outputs (Active low logiC, drtv capab ility 10 TIL 
loads) 
• 8 data lin s. 3-sta te 
• 8 card sel ct Imes 
POWER REQUIREMENTS 
"'VCC = +5 volts 1: @ 300 rnA maximum fully loaded (35 mA per RO~) 
GND = 0 volts 
-VDD = -10 volts'" @ 300 mA maximum fully load d (35 mA per ROM) 
OPERATING TEMPERATURE RANGE: D-55° C 
CONNECTOR REQUIREMENTS: 56 pin, 28 position. dual-readout on 0.125 centers 
APPLICATION NOTES 
If only on memo ca rd is us d in he total syst m tie th Ch ip Enabl Input to ground. If mor than on 
m mor ca rd IS u~ d In th s stem, at I st one Ca rd Select c ircuit must b us d and the Chip Enable lines 
indiVidually wired te. the Card S lect line for the deSired card address. 
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I • .. .,. ,. I .. .. .,. .. I: !' I I 
If 'j- ~ s- f::r I L~ ~ 'f" ';f- t ~ t. I 
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A print d Circuit C rd wr'C Impl m nt 2102-4 t tic OS A 
- 1\ mlcroproc or I 8117 I org nlz d s four 10 4 yt 
4K byt of 8-bIt m mor 
F ATUR S 
• 40 6 byt of 8· blt RAM c p city 
• Us 1 . 2K , 3 , or 4K byt s of RAM 
• 5t tic M05 RAM 
• C rd ddr sing 1I0w dlr cl xp nslon to 64 K byt s 
• 3·5t d t bus output 
{ 








.1" ~ IAD ' 
I • • l( ' -l 
.DD~IU 
•• D 
C ... o~ 
CU D { 
ADDAtn 
CU D P 
Ul!Cl 
_J 
AIt" • I' 8 
8117 RAM 
MPS SYST M COMPON NTS 
8117 RAM 
4K BYT S BY 8 BITS 
aliI 
mor fOl t 
n bud 




CARD DIM SIONS 
• 4.50 In. l' 43 cm) hlg y 50 In. (1 .51 cm) long 
• 0 48 in. (1 . 2 cm) m Imum rotll th lc n 55 
• 0.062 In. (0. '6 cm) print d Circuit bo rd thlc n 5S 
CARD INCLUDES 
• Card J ctor 
• 32 SOC t 
• Eight 2' 02-4 static RAM d ic S, '024 bytes 
• Chip s I c t CirCUit 
• Sock t tor card s I ct 0 tlon 
INTERFACE 
Inputs 
(Actlv low logic, 10 ding 1 TTL 10 d, c pt wher not d) 
• 8 Data lin s 
• 10 Word Addr SS, Actlv hi h, 32 MOS loads 
• 3 Chip Address , Actl high 
• , Chip Enable, 2 TTL loads 
• 3 Card Addr ss, Active high 
• , Card Enabl 
• 1 Memory R ad 
• 1 Memor Write, 32 MOS loads 
Outputs (Act IV low, drive capability 10 TTL loads) 
• 8 Data lines, 3-state 
• 8 Card Select lines 
POWER REOUIREMENTS 
+VCC = +5 volts !5% @ ' .6 Amps maximum (50 mA per RAM) 
GND = 0 volts 
OPERATING TEMPERATURE RANGE: 0-55°C 
s 
( 0(, 1 0 1;" 1 C lOll " , .. 
~If'j" \ " tll~ ~I'" 
!oIGN A I 'L(' III 
!, , \# NA l 
,I I I ' I 
, V 4 1 " 
t 0 
r ~ , ~ ~ 
r', . I 1 ( , 
, ' , , , , 
r' 
, I ~ , , " 
" 
I I t 
" I I r , 
, I ,0 It) 1', 
I, I } , I II, 
( ,. rr l • ~4 .1 
" 
" 
I !,~ ~ ' ~ ' . r .. t " ~ ,
A I 1/'0 . 1 t t I t ~ 8 , 
~ :.: Alt. _ . I( .. " 
~ '" , I ~ I, 
" 
" 










, , 1 ,~ , 
, 
" 
4 0 I" I 
l~ I 4~ 41 " 
,t . 44 4 ~ 
l"- I 
" 
, I 4(. I J I I 
4~ J ' I, 
''0 4Q ", I 
!>2 
'" .. , ,,4 . , 
· .' 
I~ !>6 .,S 
( 
"-
"' I" " 
C ~ "-" l ILO '" 
!ol(. "· , 
, , ~, 1\ 
. .. 
r I ' 
I " 
( , t · 
· 
\ ' , 
.. ' 
0 ' 
C 1 , . 
r 
' " 
\ '. I ~" , I' 
• ,C' , ... , C!." 
.. /.I. U " 
· 
' &:.1 ,I" 




. , t ~· '1.1 
(A " ~ . 
I, I',I! ' " 
It' III " 
· , It . , 
I.' I 'j' ~ .. ' • 
( I' r c'l " 
CONNECTOR REOUIREMENTS: 56 pin, 28 pOSit ion dual-readout on O. '25 in . (0.318 cm) cen ters 
APPLICATION NOTES 
If only one m mory card is used in the total system, tl the Chip Enable Input to ground. It more than one 
memory card is used In th system, at least one Card Select cirCUi t must be used and the Chip Enable lines 
individually wired to the Card Select line tor the desir d card address. 
10~50 12 6 
W 91 (}-36(}-7082 
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A print d Circu lI c rd which I 
of bit mlcroproc or . Th 
F ATURES 
.... u ... · 
...... ,. 
CM'O I ~-"-<H 
. 00 l1li I. ~'--IH 
MPS SYST M COMPON NTS 
a116 ROM CARD 
2K BYT S BY a-BITS 
1302.' 02. or '702 AO r d only m mo for th PS rt 









811 6 ROM 
CA D DIM NSION 
"" 
[Or.( CO"Nr e l0111 "'., ll:,l 
• 4 0 In (11 43 cm) hi h 
• 048 in (1 22 cm) m Imum rofll 




I c t CirCu its 
• C rd I c t opt,on 
• Pow r- v circuit 
MAXIMUM CARD CAPABILITI S 
• 19ht 1302, ' 02 or 1702 ROM (2048 byt of R d 
Only M mory) 
INTERF C 
• 8 wor Ch, actlv high 
• 3 chip 
high 
1'1'_ /, ... tlM 
:. ... " .. 1 'lO,' 
",ltl 
' ~VOLU IN 
"AOUNO ~,o V_OJ. TI ::-
U. N.' ( ."-
OI N?' C T 
IN. ' 0'-'-
O'N" OUI 
DIN.' ~ rE!!"~' c \.I' 
0lH1' l Oll' 
O'HI' OUT 
Clt AO AOI< • ,"UI I~ C"AO "~' 
::::£4i"0 .. oA , , .. UI I"" 
O ..... ~' .. '!L "1 
ROM " Oil ,"' 01 1 1"'-
1'10114 ADA I ,At, IN 
~O~L')' OU I 
C .. AO IEl," I~ C .. AO IIEL ·S' O~ 
'C AAO I[L," l OUT 
ADM' I" 
, "" '~8lli 
~ ."1"1 ' lO ." 
-". 














.. ;) 1"1 WO III O " 0'" , ... , 
.. I .. 'N WO"'O AOII IAJ I 
:oi :1 'N WO,..O " 0,.. ' '' &1 
!c 19 IN w OlllO " OR ,It" 
3: . • N WOAD " 0" ,U I 
" 
)3 IN 
.... 0"0 .. 0"-' .. ', 
" 
l' .1; WOAD " Oil I " ~ I 
~" 1I 1"1 I WOAD " OA ''''I 
• 18 OUT C""O IiU O' 
. ~ 
" 
.N C .. AO tHULE' 
•• 'l out CA" O In " 
If 
.' OUT CA" O 'El · ~· ~ 'i IN CHI" [NULE' 
.y, 
. q OUI CAAD sn·'· 




IN POW£AS4Vf ' 
'0.. 1 n. l .. Acll .. Low L ... , L Ie 
Outputs (Ac t, v low logic, driv capability 10 TTL 
loads) 
• 8 data IInds, 3-stat 
• 8 card I ct lin s 
POWER REQUIREM ENTS 
VCC c +5 vol ts! 300 mA maxImum full load d (35 mA p r ROM) 
G D = 0 vol ts 
-VDD = -10 volts @ 300 mA ma .mUI , .lily loaded (35 mA per RO M) 
OPERATING TEMPERA1'URE RANGt-. . .o C 
CONNECTOR REQUIREMENTS' "'3 posltlc;>n, dual-readout on 0. ' 25 centers 
APPLICATION NOTES 
If only on memory card is us ,., ,1 the total sys tem ti e the Chip Enabl Input to ground. If more than on 
m mory card .s used In th SySI m, at I ast one Card S lect Circuit must be used and the Chip Enable lines 
Indl Idually WIred to the Card Sel ct lin for the d esired card address. 
' 00449 4/77 
TW . 910-360-7082 
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. "c: w 
MP YS M COMPO 5 
8117 RAM 
4 5 BY 8 BIT5 
ATUR 
• 40 byt 
• U 1. 2K, 3K, or AM 
• t t cMOS RAM 
• C rd ddr . ng 1I0w d r ct on to 4 by' 
• 3·Stat d t but output 
~: ~ IU'o-~'-----------~--~ 
10.1 l' 







C D DIM 10 
CA DINCLUO 
V'C , 10 yt 
INT RFAC 
Input. 
(Actl IC, 10 ding 1 TTL 10 d, C pI wh r not d) 
OS 10 d 
• 
OS 10 d 
Output. (Act'" low, dri C P bllily 10 TTL 10 d ) 
• 8 0 I l in ,3·51 I 
• 8 C rd S , ct 'In 
POWER REQUIREMENTS 
"'VCC S volt _S10 1,6 Amp m Imum (SO mA p r RAM ) 
GND 0 volt 
OPERATING TEMPERATURE RANG : CrSsoc 
I Dei l to .... ( C lOll "I " \'.' 
"'" "1' '''11'' " 1'" "' '' ''JlLII ~ , ,." 1 '10ft . "'. ~ OJ' .... 
"IG" " l SI(". " " L 
, ,~ , 
.1 I ! 'c l 
~, II. 4 ) . .~~ 
., !> 
r· .. • "'I 11 ..!l ! ' t. I ' 
.r".' ' ," If) II I' f<"'", / ' 
~: ... , 
", I 
" " 
1-,- ~" , 
" ,' , ·'1 '4 I) II f .. ' . , 
" I -'-~ '. t " . ' 
1 
, , 1 ,\ ~,I ' 
'll" 1' .... , " 
, , 
1'-:' ,I!, f'l'il . ' 
r ~lr I ~' • Ir; ,. 1.1 .. , N~ I~' " . 
lAIr, a" ~ I#!o, .II ~ , ~ ~, II" .'rr- ••.• II' 
("~ _tol.1 ,"I, I, Hi 
.' 7 l '~ " I~" 'I rl" 
fI," ',1 • I' HI 19 It , ,"~ . " II " 
Ii' ' ~I . "'~' , l ~ ) I 11'. . ~,~ I"~ ",'. 
. " 1 !l,,' I', J. Jl II', . 11" ,'1 'I! 
'" •• ·~I 1!ll ]" I~ II. I~I' ,-I ,0" 
. , 't 111 1'''- ]tt , 7 [I' ,"'~ , '1 ... 
(AI[' ~'.' " I",' a o 19 I ,I ," 
!Iff \1, " l't· 4. ~ II Ho"''-' 
urn \",\ ' 1l.1 aa • I , S!l .. 
lilt ' ", " 
, 41 a ' I I . I ." ." 
. .. a ' I~ ('If I 41 I ' 
<r •• 
, 
' 0" • 
" 
.. • 
I .' • 4 : . , 
..... 0' f ~ lit' I • • 
1/ 
CONNECTOR Rr: ,. REMENTS: 56 pin , 28 po ition du I-r doul on 0 125 In . (0,318 cm) C nl r 
APPLICATION NOTES 
If ant on m mo d In th tota l y I m. I i Ih Chip Enabl inpul 10 ground, If mor than on 
m mory card ''') us d In th 5 I m, t I a I on Card S I CI CirCUit mUSI bud nd th Chip En bl lin 
indiVidually 'IV •• ad 10 t C rd S I ct Itn for th de ir d c rd ddr 
10 0 un. 
-L G TW ' 910-3 0-7082 
HAT I N 241 1 Gard .. n Road Monter • C IIlorn,a 93 40 T I phon ( :C) 3 2-4593 
... 
2 ~ P T CO 114 INPUT 
or 
0 
• our • 
• on • 
• All Int gr • Inpu tro 
•• 11..: ~-+--,;.----t--






81141 NPU L CTOR CA 0 CI ICA IONS 
'". (ocr co ,.. ... [ c Tall 1'" . liS t 
"If _~U "" H N ~II N NU Mel JI 
"G NA l 'l. C' ~ SIGNAL n. o~ 
-- SIC; "'~ S-"'-', Al 
., yo. 'I 
' .. L I ", " ~OL 't 
' ''0_ ", 
" 
1" Cl NO 
• '. , .. , . '~ , ~, 
-'Of" 
'''1 , ' .. ,- ., "1 , .. ) , 
' '' '~ "j 
· " 
", ,"1' 
,HI ,' .. , ~ I 1 
'" 
"J • 
'''' .. " 
I (. , . ~, 
'''H 
1 .. / " . ~, II '2 '" 'N, » 
'''~J II, t r 1'1 ", ,,,,., 
,,,, .1 ,I, ~ . , ,., , . .,., 
!, .. IL! ' D I', 4 • j • D'" " 
CAIIO &0[,""1 C , .. ~h • o~" I' 
( ""0 " 0011'" • II • ns .' . D'" " 
C'~&OO"IU A '. ... • I 0'" " 
~~, &00"'" , 
· 
) I OIH . ' 
'OU ",00"1" 'I, H .1 .. , DI H )' 
C&IIC1 IHLCT ICI', , .. I { j' C ' D'" J ' 
," IIIIon ' IIW , ., ' l 1 (" .... 0,,, " 
C"'O "Hcr' At ICli 
""" 





, .. , , 
" 
.:.!. J C ", ' NO-' 
,N' , 
" 
48 47 ,-, '''0· , 
"" . 
II, ~f' 41/ 
" 
' NO . 
OUTPUTS CActiv 10 logic, 
d"v c p bility 10 TTL 10 ds) 
t.;i' II, !i" ,)1 ", ' ''0.) 
'''' , 
... 5 4 &; 1 
" 
IN.,.' 
,'' ' , 
,,,, 56 r ' ", ' 0;0.1 
cliv low logiC 
• 8 0 ts lin , Op n call ctor 
• 1 e rd S I ct ' 
CONNECTOR REOUIREME TS: 56 Pin , 28 po Itlon dual· , dout on 0 , 25 In (0328 em) c nt r 
POWER REOUIREMENTS 
.. vec I: +5 volts 5% 
G 0 - 0 volts 
200 mA ma mum 
OPERATING TEMPERATURE RANG 0-55°e 
APPLICATION NOTE 
It on ly on Inpu :::ard IS used In Ih 
Sign 1/ 1 ' j and ground CS ' Pin 3 
lin Pin 0 a CS ' Pin 3 and th na I . lin 
th ca d for correct card address S 
R -L 
100 ... 7 
T 7082 










CAU { 'D~n 
~. (~)~--------------------~ 
1/11 jfl 














.. n ~ 
Uu • 
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F ATUR S 
• Four - It I Ich (32 Itn 
• C rj ddr d cod,n 
• All tnt d CIrculI ock I d 
out ,t. f 
C 
, 0' r ADO.'.' \ 
I.U ' 
,."" ( AOOllt,n 
OU I " ~" l . t .. 
out ut or t 10 u 




MPS SYST M COMPON NTS 





. , +-_o__-- .... ---~ CU O 11L1t' 
• I I ~ 
10llil 
8115·1 OUTPUT CARD 
, 
8115-1 OUTPUT LATCH CARD 
CARD D I~ENSION S 
• 4.50 n. (11 43 cm) hlg 0 in (1 65 ' cm) Ion 
• 048 In. (1 .22 cm) m Imum rofll t IC n 
• 0.0 2 n. (0.16 em) print d circu it bo rd th ic n 
CARDINCL.UO S 
• C rd lector 
• Eight 4-b , latch s in soc (8-bit ports ) 
• Port s I Ct logic 
• Card s I ct ddress d cod r 
INPUTS (Actlv low log ic, 
10 ding' TTL load, cept wh ( not d) 
• Enabl • 
• 2 Port addr ss lines, Actlv high 
• 1 Card sel ect (CS' ) 
• 3 Card addr ss lines, Actlv high 
• 1 Res t 
• 1 Out trob • (OUr) 
OUTPUTS (Activ low logic. Driv capab ility 10 TTL loads, 
except where noted) 
• 32 Outputs. 4 groups of 8; Selectabl ,active low or high 
• , Card select· 
POWER REQUIREMENTS 
• VCC = +5 volts :5% at 500 mA maximum 
• GND = 0 volts 
OP RATING TEMPERATURE RANGE: 0-55°C 
SP CIFICATIONS 
I tt .. , [OGr CO NNE CTOR PIN ll~l 
PIN N U "' B£ R PIN NUIiooI 8fR 
SIG NA L flOW !>IGNAL flOW 
!>IG NAl SI GNAL 




. , VOla 
OIlOUHD 'N a 3 ,t< OIlOUHD 
. \ ' , 
UUT' , c< " 8 7 001 OU T ' · , 
OU T ' , C " 10 9 C JI OUT' , 
OUI' , (J I' I 2 II 0<)' OUI , • • 
OUI' • eV' 14 13 C I til' , 
OUT' , 0, I 1& I " 0' I OU I ' , 
OUI' ) (.UI TB 17 C'LI o ur , . , 
OUI2 , o"i 20 19 OU I OUI ) . 1 
OUI1 t ell 22 '11 OU I OUT l . , 
~NA 'l [ ' 0 
'''' 
7 4 iT 
"' 
OOU T , . 
CARD AOOllfSS C ", 'lf B 
'" 
OOU I , . 
C AAO AODAl 5S it , ... 'lB Z7 
'" 
OOUI ,. 
C.\lID ADDR[SS A " To fq IN oouTi' 





C ARD 'HteT les' , ,t< ~& 3S 'N DOul " 
OUI Sf 11 01[ , 10UI 'I 
'" 
J8 37 ,N Dour ,. 
CAR D IlL£C I ' . 4 0 J9 ,,, 11 $1' 
OUIO e 0' , 42 4 I 0", OUT I . , 
OUT O. , OJ' 441 41 3 OUI 0 1.11 ' . , 
0 1.1 1 0 6 ell' 46 45 OUT OUT ' I 
OU T 0 • ~ c ' 48 4 7 00.11 OUT I· • 
OUT 0 , ' oU' 50 4 9 OUI OUT I . , 
OU T 0 · 3 00.1' 52 5 I 01.1' OU T' " 
OUIO 2 '1.1' 5" 53 OUI Ol'T I , 2 
OUT 0 , OUT 5 6 55 OU T OUT I , I 
• Designates activ low logic, 
CONNECTOR REQUIREMENTS: 56 pin, 28 position dual-readout on 0.125 In. (0.3'8 cm) centers 
APPLICATION NOTE 
If only one card IS us d ground CS' Pin 36 and wIre the au ' enable to the output strobe Pin 38, If more than 
one output card is used in the system, connect the card select ' line Pin 40 to CS' Pin 36 and the enable' line 
Pin 24 to GND, The card select decoder must be hard wire jumpered on the card for the correct card addrp,ss , 
See Application Note 109 for further information , 
Individual output lines ar conn cted for actIve high logic, The output Imes can optIonally be connected for 
active low logiC by jumpers on the card. 
101583 9 /76 
TWX 91C>-36C>- 7082 
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Th C leu l 
crunchlO 
oftw r . 
ooc'n ! C Ird will I pro Id numb r 
! ms wIthout Ih d for t nSI 
proc PH! f Up' 4 in truchuns . 
uff r d to I TTL 10, 
f nul ()f 10 TfL 10 d 
I In true linn loIn~u IH" p 
• .' .. +. 1/.'.1-' 2. 10' . In.V Tn~ullom Inc: nd In r 
Tri an om Inc Fun, :11 n .rr. H findl n 
• Four r laC' nd on 1'1\,01 or~' r I i lor . 
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• 4.5 In (11.4 5 111 (1 .51 cm) 10 
• 0.5 In (1.28 
• 0.0 In (0.1 
RD I~ DL 
• e, rd I ctor 
• 4 b t input nd ou tput nl'IIlOr buff r 
. In trucllon STROBE·IN nd do t STROBE·OUT lin 
• e I u lion RROR n 
• Input m mory REA Y n 
• DATA A AlLABLE no 
ESET 
• our A A lines 
• 6 InstructIon lin ~ • P r,1l1 I In (actl c hI h) 
• In tru lion TROUE·I 1m (HCllv III ,h) 
• nta STRODE·OUT line (acti 0 hi h) 
• RESET ( ctiv low) 
o TP T 
• In put READY (ac tlv hlSh) 
• ATA AVAIL ABLE (activ high) 
• Calcula ion ERROR (oc tlve low) 
• BCD Da ta (acti e high) 
P \V R UlR . MEl\'T : 
• VCC = + 5 volts. ± 5% 0.20 amps at 25 °C 
.. no = -10 011' . .±.5% 0.18 amps at 25°C 
• GND = 0.0 volts 
e ~~ , CT R R IR I l\'T : 
• 56 pin . 28 position clual·r13 clout on 0.125 in (0.318 
em) cent rs 
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f-~ V'-!LTS JII , 1 ~~ I~~ VOLTS cr, 10 111 • ) 111 GJ(0vI~ 
;:-:-lC VOLTS TN Ii -r nr .;rg VOLTS 
8 7 
fo 9 
l~p"nr.'l11 1m 1..!L. I II 
-C .m:i (, : I tI 14 j, 
~JjT 1 1m '16 11\ n-- ~ I TtJ I. ~ 
I-gr':' . .....L- JtI h " 19 
11 T S I iii 122 I; 
f-lll"'T • I III r~ I i \ 
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li~ I~ )0 
12 \ I 
,. II 
] 6 1<: 
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.... ""e • I Cl1l:L 142 41 I~'" I nil'" U 4J ~!~: 1m" I~ r;} 1",..-
. MT-' 1 I 0l1'/' IS 0-
.I" 
-C;T""n,. ......... I ~I If:; I ~ 
~4 r;:, Int" BQ\I2X 
~r , .. < 
• DCSICN1ITtS ACTIVt LOW Ltv1:L LOGIC 
, ~ ! 
__ ....... '_._6 --_ .. ---
- ---=----=--.-;....:...;;;...:.-.:...._ - '-
11 
BAC LA 1 R 1 01 ALCU AT 
-7 J1Z- 3 
J - J1Z-40 
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-17 Jl -4 
3-2 J8-1 J1Z-44 
1 3-1 JB- ,. 1 - 50 
OUT 3-8 10·7 , 2-52 
OUT 3-7 Jl0-Q 12-
OUT 3- 10- 1 1 J12- 2 
OUT 3-5 J10-1 J1 -2 
OUT 3-4 10-15 12-20 
OU 3-3 10-1 J12-1B 
OUT 3-2 10-19 12-1 
OUT 3-1 Jl 0- 21 J12-1 
OUT 2-8 J10-B J12-
, " ~ . 
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AC 'PLA IRI TO 10ISTUR 1 TE 
F 
Si gn 
m To om 
Ground Ground J8-3 G ound 
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I 0-1 . 1 -55 1 
I 0-2 .2 J8- 3 2 
I 0-3 .4 - 51 3 
I 0-4 J8-4 4 
I 0-5 1 J8-47 5 
1 0- 2 J8-45 6 
I 0-7 J8- 3 7 
I 0-8 J -41 8 
IN 1-1 10 J8-56 9 
I 1-2 20 J8- 4 10 
I -3 0 J8-S2 11 
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IN R 0 
of th 
on In truchon per 4 
Th 9 6 Calculator i int Indue! for us v,'ith a split 
up I of+5volt nd-lOv It t200ma nd l SO (I 
respectiv Iy. 
SET: 
The RESET input IS an ti 10\\ 10 volt) inpul which 
I cl < rs U m mor ' buff rs IIlId r gister on the 
c leu! tor c rd. For rop r op r tion, this line must 
be held low for at last 25 u . 
Afler a RESET, the fir t two (2) in Iructlon s r nol 
u d, but mu I b pr s nl 10 iniliahz Ih olcul. lor. 
SlOe these two instruclions a r not us d, ther volu 
may be any po sibl comblna llon of th 51 bil instruc-
lion word, NOP of ¢F (H XADECIMAL) i suggested 
howey r . 
READY: 
Th READY flag is < n OCtlV high ( 5 volt s) ig nal 
which inruea l s wh n Ihe Illput nH'mory buff r hilS fit 
I (st 1 of its ells mpt ' and I th refor' r ad ' 10 r -
c IV(' 111 no t lOS ru c ti on woru . Thl . line will most 
ra dll\' b u cd wll n a scqUf'nce of mar than 4 in· 
trucllons ar need d. ) must b' mOTlltor dafter th 
In u bu f .r I. fill d . IIlC In strucllons ca nno U n-
tt'red fa . t(Or till'll III numb r cru ll dllng unit (" n 
proc ss til mater thI S pllin When \ r tllr 5TH £-
I ' Input is hll::h . hr H!:t\OY (l U pu t will go 10\\1 and r"-
main 10 " un til th ~ :TRO F.- I ' hne I~ Iii ' n lo\\' og, Ill. 
If a m mory c II I. mpt\' .Ind read 10 re c I an 
lO~tru c t lOn. th READY flat-: lin I wil l r tUI n 10 the hl.1 
r 5 v011 ) stal . 
o A AVA1,LAUL : 
Til 
it: 
I w (0 olt) 
d t out ut 
Th RRO fl i on neli low (0 olt) un u d to 
mdlC I th. I n lIlvalt instruction such 
In l·2) r output in truetion w s pro FI ur 
lit. 
.. 'PI ' ) ~ . .. t , 
" , .... ' 1 • fir " ,,( 10 ... 
•. .fII,. ,.. . wl • tol D 
!t o ,'111 '. "n' • • at . f tC . 
II~ " i, , Ao " t , .. ,lit II ,! o· 
' ..... 1 .. .1 . , 1'1 'I.r /./ '10"0 
fl . ,.ft . ,, ' ( f' 
, . I. n Il/I, ,,.. "''''UI , • , 
so . J '" r' ... . u ...,,"\,.... '''' ... '''., .... . . " ,f "..,."., .r .. t .. u .. ,SU 
, . hh ., . .. l N t 1M 11 ) py nl h .. DI'lt Cfholftl , 
UTA: 
Th ~ or th 4 110 ,po I i IO~lc (OC IlV + 5 volts), 
which provid III result of an instruction s quene . 
Th soqu ne of thIS dClta for both no tin pomt nd 
cxponenlinl nola lIOn is shown blow: 
f igur 112· (TP T·fL OA TlJ\'G P 11\'T 
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t \I .. d 
" 
.1,,,,, tiet ",t _ ,,\ , ... ,.,it COlt c .... , po i flit ' . 11 .... t.Ah " tit 
. " ." .. , N ° dl.J· 
til nil s. u digll count. set by S mc in· 
5truclJon imtially = 8 
Sign of manlJsSil. 0 = po ill . 1 = n 
Slgll 'If cxponenl f ' e = 0 In flOuting pOint 
m( 1(': 
Doc Imal pOint posluon Indica or I a value 
In Iht' rnngu fr 'Jm 11 down to 12· 1OC. 
\\ IlIl'h IntllC':;:J:es il digi t rl. glvcn b\' Ih P 
l'()~ clJlurrn In th to b Th d cm: I 
pUlnl 1:-' loea led Iu the rI £:hl uf tIllS dl it. 
1 
. t ~'O4'~ 
I, 
'1('1/ 

















The STHOUI 1:-': 10, ;\11 ,lI" tl \" '; III~II 1-+ " \ 1I1t,) IlIp ld u~I'd 
to \,"' flt(' In .. tru e tlllll' IIlttl l i lt' input rill lI\I)r, !Juri' 1\0 
ontJOiJ rd dt'ld' uf ~ I HOU E, I'J (25 11:-) \\all ,,11 11\, tllU 
wrltln~ of both IO s trul tllln ;llId ~ I HUIIL· 1N to th. ~,lm tl 
l.1tclH'd port ,It the brHIH' tHl l1~ fur tnilll~ ports ~.J! II a 
lhe 74175 lolch See tho Il llliplo prill/rom for nlc lhud 
of wrillns: to the 90000 flOIll a 4·blt mlcroprocossor , 
10 
'lil t, SI I !(l\IE· (ll~T is lin artlve hl!!h (+ 'l voltc;) inpli 
1I .. "r! III t \c· .. r lilt : dil:oI hilt·· \\'hen S11~OULOUT I 
~I'I!I III~h , 1M I t\ 1\ \' AILAULL wil l gel Ino c tlvu O\l~h : 
\\ hl'll S'I IWIIE·()l" 1 p, rc'turned low, DAl 
A \ '\II.AII I.E \\111 n'lurll .I(.IIV(' If another .... ord Il 
pr." l'llt III I hl ou tpu\ memory lJurrer O,lta transfol 
()( I IJrs I)n Ill(! nO\ln\lve c<.l~o of STROBl:.·OUT, 











cs I lie 
I VO Constant 
CN 21 Enter 
!lOP n No OPeratlon 
Move ROLL 2) Roll 
p I 2E I Pop 
X£'Y )0 X exchanqe Y 
IEI'! 1B • X exchanq 
KS lC Memory Store 
MR 10 Mem:>ry Recall 
LSH lE Leel Shift )Un 
RSH iF R1qht Shift )Un 
Of.5CRIPrION 
I. or o~nent digita. On tirat di9it 
% -) .. 
Y ~ % 
X ~ Y 
d ~ X 
ollow will be ~ntisl' tr action 
tollow wi ll be exponent 
of expon.nt or ~ti.aa 
ntll.a 
)Un or - Xe ..:, dependinq 
or not an CC instruction WI' 
t.r last nurDer entry initiation 
, stack not pushed. 
Terminates digit entry and pu,hel the Itack 
The arqunent entered will b. in X a nd Y 
% -4 T 
Y ~ Z 
X -+ Y 





Pop Sta ck 
Dcchange X and Y 
Y~ X 
Z ~ Y 
T -1 % 
o ~T 
X ~ Y 
EXchanqe X with Memory 
X ~ N 
Store X in Mezrory 
X H M 
Recall MCzroTY into X 
M H X 
x nantissa is leet shifted wh~l. leavi nq 
dec~mal poin t in sane po&ition . former VOlt 
Slgnl f~ c4 nt d19it 15 s av ed ~n link digit. 
Least Sl gnificant digit 15 ze ro. 
X mantissa 1 5 r19ht sh1!ted wh~ l~ leaving 
dCC1mai po int 1 5 sa ne ?~ sltion. Link diqlt, 
h i ch is nOrTlo1ll)' zer o .:.xcept af ter a lef 
sh1ft, is stu f ted lnto the rost Sl9nificant 
digit. Least slqnihcant digit 19 101t. 
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de Con rol 
T09;1 
ES: 
M1DC' · 18 
l O 
S et Ian il sa 
i it Coun 
Inverse d 
Th "'-'5 ignihcan i of h in 
d~.9T.~ on (ron~ ~! the dot • • h t . 
2 - I,'ord In truC'tion 
•• X · n ' t Car 
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III r ( ) r 9 C'tion6 
un 'hanqed .nd t.he prev out 
Conv rt X !ro~ d qr s. 0 r i d .nl. 
CI 'ar all n rnal rt,oqi.. s and ry: 
in! ulh U C'(In ro 1 liernals, tiDe • 
DE • Clot in; ~n. 
n . ; 
rds a re never uled . 
is er 0 the 
"out" dl t a 
rd (.1 0 ). 
or ry tunC't ion 
diatel), f Ollow. 
inBtru ion only . 
S ee the block 
' . I 
'; 
,', 




ing unlo d 
i ng 10 ded 
APPE 01 0 
con ains 
rin out 
d and a ri ntou 
or shi m nt. 
ou s from he 
st 
r 0 ma c s . hi 
incoming grain whi c is 
st or ou bound gr in 
1 4 
Incoming gra~n performance tes 
IJllt''! r I~) Ille [I(H[? 
09 19 1)( 
WI ,"! I 1 1 ~IL W [Ll Til L: Rll"\lIUWS [I[ GIN 
0.3:10 f 'M 
Wllfl I [S r"L~ UfF 'U, LHII I FOR I"\N ItWIVIlIUI"\L t'fJISTURE CON rENT READING , 1 1 . ~ 
WII(lr I S TilE UIWLf, LIMIT FOR AN INDIVIDUAL MOISTURC CONTENf REfinING? 
14 • ~, 
WI 11"\ I IS rilE IlI ' r 'Cf, LIMIT FOR AVERI"\GE t10ISTURE CON rENT , 
J 6 • ~j 
Wllflr IS IIIF UIW[ I, LIMIT FOR AVEf,I"\GE MOISTURE CONfENT? 
1 ~J • r: 
I S GRAIN OEING UNlOAOED? 
Y 
l,JlIl"\r BIN IS GI ~ I"\IN GOING INTO? 
I ~C' 
}I('tfl T IMI- HWIV MC (Zwb) 
0 '1 - 19- 80 03 : 10 PM 16 . 5 OY 19- HO 03 : 11 PM 16 . 2 
OY L9 U() 03 :1 2 rM I b . 3 
EXCU.iS IVI.LY LOW RlA[I[NG , IGNUf,Cn 00 .1 
AVG MC(Zwb) 
16 . S 
16.4 
16.3 
[ XC' I SS Ivr l Y IIlGII l\l flOTNG, 
OY 19 00 
IGNDr,[D 90 . 9 
03 : I:=; I 'M 17.5 16.6 {WL ralnr t10 1 S TUr, [ CON flN r I S TOO HIGH 
0 (/ - 1 Y -- uo 03:16 r 'M 15 . 3 16.4 O'} - J9 0 0 03 : 17 r'M 16.1 16.3 OY -19 - UO OJ : 10 f 'M 17 . 5 16. 5 09 LY 80 03:1Y. 'M 17 . 2 16 . 6 
I"\l)II , I"\Ii[ MUI S flJf , L cmnfNf IS TOO IIIGIi 
0 9 lY 00 03 : 20 PM 15 . 3 16 .4 09 - 19 00 OJ : 21 I ' ll IS.9 16.4 
oy J9 00 03 : 22 f'M 17.9 16.5 
Hili J V l DI)(,'- MO I STU/a:: CUUTENT REAliING I S TOO II1Gft 





















" 09 t'} 00 0'1 : 32 f 'M 14.9 1 ~ . 9 t ~S 
09 - 1'700 04 : 3 ,~ r'M 17 .1 16.0 t 55 
09 - 19 - 80 04 : 3 '1 F' rt 17 . 0 16 . 0 j 55 
09 -- 11} -80 04 : 35 r 'M 16 . 2 16. 0 t S5 
09 - 19 flO 0 4: 36 Pt1 17 . 0 16 .0 t 55 
09 19 00 0 '1 : 37 r 'M 14. 0 16 . 0 t 55 
0'1 1 9 - 00 04 : 30 r 'M 18 . 9 16. 0 t 55 
INIIIV 1 IIUAL MO (S I Uta: CONTENT RrAfttNG IS TOO Htllll 
09 - 19- no 0'\ : :19 r'M 15 . 0 16 . 0 t 55 
O'? - I c7 - 00 04 : '1 0 r 'M 15.0 16 . 0 t S 
OC7 - 19- 00 04 :'1J r'ri 1 2 . 7 1~.9 t sr 
HI"rVlIIIJAL MUI S I Ur::1:. CONTENl R[AlIING IS TOO LOW 
09 19 - (lO 0 4 : '1:> F'I1 1 7 . 2 16 .0 t SS 
09 - 19 no 0 '\ : 43 r 'M 17.2 16. 0 t S5 
OQ 19 00 04 : 44 r 'M 18.8 16 . 0 t SJ 
H~III'JllltJAL t-l 0lsrUP[ CON TENT REAItING I S TOO IHGII 
'7 - l'7 no 04 : '} ;, r 'M 15.0 16 . 0 t 5 
OQ - l';J flO 04: 4 b r -M I b . 1 1 6 . 0 t 55 
09 - 19 £10 01 : 4 7 r'M 1 7 .1 16 . 0 t 55 
09 - 19 - 00 0 4: 48 r 'u 1 5 . 1 16.0 t 5S 
09 19 - HO 0 '1 : '19 r 'M 11, . 2 16 . 0 t 5S 
09 - l'7 00 0 4: 50 PM 15 .1 16 .0 t 55 
09 - l9 - flO 0'1 : 51 PM 14. 8 16 . 0 t 55 
09 19- £10 0 '\ : ~2 r'fi 16 .6 16 . 0 to 5S 
09 J9 - 00 04 : 53 PM 16 .4 16.0 
• 55 ' ~ ~. 09 19 00 04: 5 '\ r'M 13.0 16. 0 t 55 .: 
" .. I Nfl I 1.11 lIUAI MU ISTURE CONTENT R[AnI~G I S TOO LOW r . . 
. 
09 - 1'1 -00 04: 55 "M 17 . 3 16.0 
• 55 
..... ~ L" 
09 19- 80 0 '\ : 56 r ' t-! 1 2 . 9 15 . 9 t 55 
I N[II V] [ILJAI MDtS1UI.;[ CON f ENl HEADING IS TOO LOW 
oc,' 19 no 0'\ : 57 "M 17 . J 16 . 0 t 55 
. .. 
09 19- 110 0 '\ ~ so r'M 16.1 16 . 0 t 55 - ! . 
09 - J 9 00 04 : 59 PM 1 7 .1 16.0 t 55 k! ~ 
09 -19 00 0;' : 00 r 'M 15 .3 16.0 t 55 
09 - 1'1 00 0::1 : 01 r'M 15.1 15 .9 
• 55 0'"1 19 BO 0::; : 02 PM 16 .4 16 . 0 t 55 
09 I C7 or> 0::;: 03 f' tl 1 7 . 3 16 . 0 1 5 
0<; 19 -BO 05 : 04 PM 17 . 2 16 .0 t s~ 
0'1 - 19 00 0:-; : os I 'M 15.1 16 . 0 t 55 
( 09 1'1 no (lJ : 06 r 'M IS.1 1 6 . 0 
09 19 - [10 05 : 07 r ' l1 15 . 1 16 . 0 
09 I ? AO 0'1 : 00 rM 1 7 . 2 16 . 0 
Of,' t '} 00 OS : 09 r 'ti 18.9 16.0 
INllIVIIllInt MUI S I lJl.;r CONTENT REMI LNG I S TUU tlIGU 
09 J9 no OS : to r'M 15.0 16 . 0 ... ~;'I 
09 - 19 110 OS : 11 r -M 16.5 16 . 0 t 5S 
09 Ie.. 80 05 : 12 r'M 16.2 16.0 t 
09 1 (7 00 O~, :l j r 'M 1 6 .t 16.0 t .J.J 
-( O? - J '7 00 0:' : l'\ r-r1 1 7 . 3 J 6 . 0 t SS 'C ... 
) '~ 19 fl0 0:1 : I ~, r'll 17 . t 11,.0 
~_ ::s= 
... 
.... ," , 
A'} 1 'I -00 o , : 11 r 11 1 6 .q 16 . 0 t ~~ 09 IY -I}O 0::J : 18 fH 16.8 16. e :f 0:: r-
..JJ 09 1? no 0:/ : 19 PH 15.0 1 6 . 0 t .... e-
n'. .J.J 09 I 'I - no 0', : ~o PM 16.7 16.0 t ~s .. O? L 1- l10 OJ: :! t r 'M 17.1 1 6 . 0 09 i9 00 O ~i : ~::.! r 'M l~.O 16.0 
• ~.J O'} J 7 fJO 0:.1 : 23 f ' M 16.9 16.0 
• 5 0 '1 19 110 O~; : :' 4 I 'M 10. J 16.1 t 5~ If HI I V, Ill/AI MO IS f lira CONrENl r,r(HlING IS TOU IIIGU 0'1 1 9 ~t() OJ : :''"i I 'N t6.:! 16.1 t 55 09 19 DO 0'"i:~1, fM t6.0 16.1 t 5:::; OQ 1'1 00 0:/ : :' i r 'N 16 . 0 ':'6. 1 
• S!:i OQ 1 1,1 no 0:/::'8 r'M 19. 1 16.1 
" 55 INII [V] liliA/ M(JlSIUf\f CUNTENT Rr(HIING IS TOO "{Gil 0; L ,; [10 0:/::'7 PM IB.9 16.1 t 5!:i (-, HIli J V [lILJAI MO J S nmr CONTENT RCflll T NG I S TOO HI Gt/ Ot.) t'l - AO 0:::; : 30 rM 17.1 16.1 09 - J7 no 0:/ : 31 f 'M IB.9 16.1 t Sr-I Nfl' \,..' rIll/AI Mor S ltJr.; [ CON1ENT R[A[lIUG IS TOO UIGII 
07 19 no 0:/ : 3~ r'M 16.1 16.1 t 5r-09 - 1 IJ AO O:-.i : 33 r ' ~l 16. t 16.1 t 5 09 J', UO OJ : 34 r-M 17.2 16.~ t !:i5 










Outgoing grain pert~rw.an ce tes 
UII (lI I S til L IIAIr: ? 
07 17 no 
l-fIlA I , Hit Will 1111 RlA[I I NGS J-tCG rtf? 
0/: LO r ' M 
WII(H I S fllf- tlT'I '1 r.: LIMIT rOR ftU HWIVI[lUftL HOIS1URE COtHErn REMIUIr,? 
J (, • :") 
LIlIA I 1 I' IIIL UIWt f, '- IMl T For;: r.r~ IIlTlJt..'IDUAL NO (STURE CONl HH m : M'HHi? .~ 
1 1 • 1I 
UllAr TP 
" 
IIU UI 'ru, LrHII rOR ftVtraHiE MOISTUH[ CONTrUr? 
,',. n 
IJI 1(, T 1:' II If '()W[k LIMIT rOR AV[RnGC MOISTURE COl/lElIr? 
, J • ( 
It : Uf,:AIU BElrW Utu OAl'F[I? 
t~fI 
I.III()( I S GI~Altl llr: HJG LOA[lEl' mn U? 
[1(,I·:!,l I :'10 
M 'I ' · IJXII1Arr I Y ItrHJ t1AtlY RC('If'IUGS WILL IT TAhC 10 LOfl[t TilE GRAHl? 
l: 'O . f) 
~JIIA' LS TlH Ltr: Slr.:I I' rINAL AVEr,AGE MOISTURE CONTeNT? 
l ' , . '1 
1I1l 1.J "AtlY r,rt"\I.ltIGS SIIOUL D F'nSS [IE ' WEEN EACIf CALCULi'll I ntl or ['ES rr,C l' 
Mill !)J lIl\[- CUtHENJ FOR THE REMA I NDER OF TIfE GRft I N? 
10 
ltf) T r r IMr INJ'IV MC(%wh) ftVG MC ( ;~wh ) GR~IN DESTINnTTON 
O'l L9 no 07:10 f't1 IS.0 IS.0 fl Ar\G [ t :! 0'1 t7 - 1l0 07: 11 r ' M IS.3 lS.~ [lARGE t ~o 09 - 17 no 07: 1 ~ r 'M 14. 9 IS.1 [lARGE t :'0 
0 '1 1 9 00 07 :1 3 r 'M 14.9 L,j.O [IARG[ t ~O 
)t~ _ 17 110 0;" : l" r't1 15.0 15 . 0 BARGE 1 20 
0'7 19 no 07: 15 r 'M 1 S . 1 15.0 [cARG[ t 2 
0,} - 19 - 00 01 : 1 (, r 'u 14.9 15.0 [IAr,GL t :!O 
0'1 l 7 00 07 : 17 "M I S . 1 I S . 0 ltARGL t 20 
'} JIJ - fJO 07: 10 r'M 15.0 15.0 Bflf.:GE t :"1) 
09 II} - O~) 07 : J 9 r 'M IS.1 15 . 0 J:/I\I:' (:~ .. "'l 
rJ Ir r.;[ t1(\ rtllil ~ or lllF Gr,AIN SIIIJIJI .II W'lVE AN Avr:r,Ar,r H(' r. r!'~rr "T nr ~ .--
07 J9 - UO 07 : ~O r'M l !.'i .t 15 . 0 [IAr.: (lE 1 20 )'} - 19 - BO 07:~1 r 'M lr:;.~ J S . 1 reARm:: 1 ~O )9 J 9 - [10 01 : :':-> r ' lI 14. 7 1S.0 [eARGE ' 20 J I III' I} , III/ AI P.f)(tiIlJl .;[: cou ron Rf ('IJ1!tlfi I~ TOU LOW 
f)'1 19 HO 0 ,. : ,I ~ r ' /1 1 r,. 0 15 . C 11(,r.ror. I :!O 
, 
"-
- l 'J-UJ 01:2-1 r tl 15.1 15 . 0 {tAriGE • 20 
0 9 1? 00 07.:::!5 PM 14. 8 J.5 .0 :'Ar, GE t 20 
0 9 17 80 on:'6 r-M 15 . 0 15.0 BARGE t ~o 
0 9 19 80 07::!7 r -M 14. 9 15.0 I.lAI\GE t :!O 
0 7 J9 - 00 07::!B fM 15.0 15.0 (lARG[ t ::!o 
O'?- 19 00 07 : :::!9 PM 14 . 9 15 . 0 [lARGE .. :::!O 
TIll r-:l MA HHtLr, or ItIC GR(\IN SIIOULL' "(\VE AN AVEfMu[ HC P[RCOH OF LJ . J 
07 t 9 [\0 07 : 30 r-M 1-1.9 15.0 B(\RGE t 20 
( Of} L '} - 80 07 : 31 r M 14.6 15.0 DARGF t 20 
It HIT 'J { LIlI AI MO IS Tur, f CON r~NT Rr(\DING IS TOO LOU 
09 ',} - flO 07:]2 r-t! 14.9 15 .0 [IAHGE t :!O 
( 09 19 lIO 07 : 33 r- ~1 14.9 15.0 B(\RGE , 2 
9 19 flO 0;: 34 FH 14.8 15.0 DARGE :t 20 
oq L7 no 07: 35 PM 15 . 1 1!J .0 RARGE • :'0 
( 09 -17 Of) 07 : 36 F-M 14.7 15 .0 B(\RGE t 20 
ItHIlVlllUAL MOl STum: CotlTENT READIUG IS TOO LOW 
09 19 - 80 07 : 37 r-M 14.9 15.0 BARGE • 20 
09- 19 - 00 07 : 30 r-t! 15 . 2 1!J.0 B(\RGE t 20 
09 - J 9-00 on 39 r-M 14. 9 15 . 0 (l(\RGE t 20 
lll[ REMfl HHIER OF lllC GR(\IN SIIOULD HAVE AN AVERAGE MC rCRcnH or 15.5 
09 - 19 no 07 : 40 r-M 15.1 15.0 BARG[ t 20 
r 09 -19- 00 07 : .., j ' -M 1!J.0 15.0 BARGE t 20 
09 - 19 - 00 07 : 4 2 roM 14. 8 15.0 RflRGF • 20 
07 - 19 - 00 07: -1:3 r-M 15.1 15.0 £:4(\R GE t 20 
(" 09 - 19 80 07 :44 f'M 14.0 15.0 BARGE t ::!O 
09- 1,}- OO 07 :45 PH 15.0 15.0 BM,GE J 20 
09 - 1'1 - 80 07 :46 rM 15.0 15 . 0 BMW[ t 20 
.t; 09 19 - 80 07 :4 7 PM 15 . 3 15 . 0 BARGE t 20 
09 - 19 00 07:40 PM 14. 9 15.0 B .... "GE 1 20 
09 - 19 -00 07: 49 r -M 15 .1 15.0 J)ARGE t 20 
lll E:: RrM(\ UHI[r, or TilE GRAIN SIIOULD HAVE AN (\VERAGE MC r-ERCEtH Or 15. 
r 09 - 19- 00 07 : ~;O r-M 14. 9 15 . 0 BA r,GE t 20 
09 - 19 no 07 : :::;L I -M 14.9 15.0 BfH\GE t 20 
09 -19 00 07 : 5~ r-M 14.0 15.0 (l(\RGE t 20 
09- 19 - £10 07!S3 rM 14.9 15.0 ftflRG[ t 20 
09 - 19 00 07: 5 4 r 'M 14.9 15.0 B(\RGE t 20 
o? 19 -80 07 : !JJ r'M 14. 8 15.0 BARGE t 2 
0,} - 19- 00 0 7 : 56 r 'M 14. 7 15 . 0 BARGE • 20 
ItHl L V I 1'''(\, MOI STURE CONTENT REn~ING IS TOO LO 
O'} 19 - 00 07:57 r 'M 15. :! 15 . 0 BflRGE • 20 
09 J9 00 07 : 50 roM 14. A 15 . 0 B(\f,GC .. 20 
0 9 19 00 on 59 r 'M 14.8 15. 0 (lAnGE t 20 
rill · l\I M(\I NflFf, or- TI Jr r,r ' (\ HI SIIIlII ' I I 1I(\".'r (\U (\IJr f,(\fir: Mt: ror·:m:FtJ r o. I .-, • 
.. , .. 
0 ·, 1 '/ t·O "U : OO ( ' 1\ is . :~ I J . O Lu"r,GL t 20 
09 - 19 - 80 on : 0 1 r·t1 1 5 . 0 IS 0 ~ARGC • 20 
09- 19-80 00: 02 F'U 15 . 0 15.0 BAR&E ,. 20 
09 - 19-BO 00 : 03 r'M 14. 0 15.0 FARGE t 20 
09- J9-00 00 : 0 1\ PH 15.0 I S.O BARGE t ~o 
09 - 19 00 OO : O~ PH t 5 .1 15.0 ~Af\G[ t 20 
09- 19 - 0() 09 : 06 r'M 14. 8 IJ.O BARGE t 20 ( -, 09 - 19 - 00 00 : 07 f 'M IJ.O 15 . 0 BARG£: "i 20 
0':' - 19 - 90 00 : OU r 'M 14 . 9 15 . 0 BARGE t 20 
0 0 - 19- 00 00 : 09 rH 14 . 7 15.0 BARGE t 20 
I NnlVIDUAL MOIS TURE CONTENT READING IS TOO LOW 
Til£: REl1,)HUIER OF TilE GRAIN SHOULD HAVE AN AVERAGE HC PERCENT OF 15 .8 
09 - t 9 - BO 00 : 10 r-·M 14. 0 IS.0 B"RGE • 20 
(·9 - 19-00 00: t 1 r'M 14.9 15.0 BARGE t 20 ( """" 0~;> - 19-80 00:12 PH 15 .0 15 . 0 B(\RGE t 20 
0 9 - 19- 00 00 :1 3 PM 1.11. 9 IS.0 BARGE t 20 
09 - l 9 - 00 00 : 14 r'M 15 .0 I S . 0 BARGF , 20 
" 09- t9- BO 00 : 15 r'M 14. 7 t4.9 DARGE. .. 20 
I HDIVTnUAL MUCS TURE CONTENT RrAD ING IS TOO LOW 
AVERAGE MOI STURE CON rENT I S TOO LOW 
r 09- 19- 00 08 : 16 PM 14. 8 14.9 «<ARGE • 20 
~VERAGF MOISTURE CONTENT :S TOO LOW 
09- 19- BO 08 : 17 r'M 14. B t4. 9 BARGE t 20 (" AV ERAGE MOISTURE CONTENT I S TOO LOU 
09-19- 80 08: 18 r'M 14. 6 14.9 BARGE t 20 
INDIVIDUAL MOISTURE CON rENT READING IS TOO LOW 
\' AVERoGE MOI STURE CONTENT IS TOO lOU ~ -. . 
09- 19- 80 08: 19 PM 14. 8 14.9 SARGE • 20 1i ... . ., 
nVERAGE MOISTURE CDNT~NT IS TOD lO~ - " ( , 
TilE ReMAINDER OF TtlE DRAIN SIIOULD HAVE AN AVERAGE Me PERCENT OF 16.1 
W : -.. -( .. 
W(\IT MUD 
R ( , -" . 
RUN MON·: 
( 09- 19-BO os: 22 r'M 16 . 0 15.0 BARGE t 20 
09- 19- 80 00 : 23 r'M 13. 2 14.9 BARGE .. 20 
INIIJV 1 [lU(I'- MO IS fU RC CONTENT READING IS TOO LOW 
( nV[RAGL HUISllJRE CONTENT I S TOO LOW 
0'] - 19 - 80 OU: 2 4 r'M 16.3 14.9 8nRGE I ~o 
I N(IIVHIUAL HUISTur,E: CONTENT READING IS TDO HIGH ( AVERAGE HOI S TURE CON rENT I S TOO LOW 
.. 
09 - 19- 00 00 : 2!:i r'M 16.0 15 .0 BARGE t 20 
09- 19-60 00 : ':'6 r'M 16 . 2 15 .0 8nRGE f 20 
(. 09- 19- 80 oa: 27 PH 1. 6 . t 15 . 0 I)ARGE • 20 
1l" - 19 nf') on : ~n r u 1/" '( t'"":; ,n pl\f.' r.r • "n 
.. 
'i 
0'1 1 r; · gO VU: .I? PU 16.1 1:::;.0 IcAliGE I :'0 
07 19- FJO 0~1: 30 r'N 16.1 15.0 IcAIWE • 20 
09 - 19- 80 00: 31 r'M 16 . :! 15.1 llt,RGE t :!O 
lilE nUtl\ltHlEr, or TilE GRAIN 5110ULD HAVE AN AVCf,AGE HC PEI\CEtH or 16.1 
19 (to on : 32 PM 16.2 15. t FARGE. 20 
1~ - 1I0 OR: 3J r M 16 . 1 15.1 [lM,(1E t 20 
19 00 on : 34 ,..,., 16.3 15.1 JlI\RGE f 20 
Unt [V 1I1lJI\I MO 15 rUR E CONTENT REflDUW 15 TOO IIIGH 
09 - 19 -00 on: 3~ r'M 16.2 15 . 1 BMW£: • 20 
09 - 19 00 00 : 36 r ' t1 1 ~ . 9 1 ~. 1 [U"RGE t 20 
O? J9 00 00 : 37 PM 16.0 1 ~ . 1 BARGC t :!o 
oq 19 no 00 : 39 PM 16.0 15.1 BARGE :1 20 
0'/ 19 - 00 00 : 39 f'M ;'6.5 15.2 llflfWE ,I 20 
J NltI'J IlIIlAI MO [5 TlJRF CONTENT REfill I NG 15 TOO III Gtt 
09 19 no 00 : 40 r'M 15 . 9 15. 2 BARfJE t 20 
09 19 00 08 :4 1 rM 15.9 15.2 flflRGE t 20 
filE '" ItflINII[F\ or lifE GRAIN 511OUL[1 HflV[ flN nVERnGE HC PERCENT or 10 . 
09- 19 EtO 00 :4 ::' rM 1::';.9 15.2 IlOf\fiE t 20 
0 '/ , 19- 00 00 :43 PM 16 .3 . 15 . ~ IlARGE t 20 
HUll VlllUAL MOI 5TtJ~E cmntNT REAOitw t5 TOO IIIGH 
09 19 00 on : 4., r'M 16.0 IS.:? P.~RGE t 20 
09 - 19-80 00 : '15 r 'M 15.9 15.2 BARGE t 20 ~ , 
09 - 19-80 00 : 46 r'M 15 .9 1S . 2 BARGE t 20 P . ... 
{' 09 - 1Q -80 08 :1\ 7 PM 15.9 15.2 BflRGE t 20 
09 19-80 00 :49 PM 16. 0 IS.2 llflRGE t 20 .' 
, 
" .
09 19 -00 00 :49 f'M 16 . 0 15.2 BflRG£:: t 20 
09 - 19 UO 08 : 50 PM 16 .1\ 15.2 BARGE t 20 
INlI(VIlIUAL MOI STur,F CONTENT Rfl\[ltNG 15 TOO HIGIf 
or; 19-80 08 : 51 r'M 16.1 15.3 BARGE t 20 
fll [ r,[MA J finEr, or Tur GRI\ I N SHOULD ftAVE AN AVERflGE MC PERCENT OF 1 
Of} 19 00 on : ~j2 r'M 16 . 0 15.3 {.ARGE 'f 20 
09-19 no 00 : 53 f'M 16 . C 15.3 IlM\GE t 20 
09 19 - 00 00 : 54 PM 16.0 15.3 BARGE • 20 
., 07 - ;'9 - 00 00 : 55 r 'M 15 . 6 15. 
09 - 19 - 00 OH : 56 r 'M 16.0 I S . 
09 J9 00 00 : 57 r 'M 16.0 15 . 
09 - 19 no 00 : 50 Ptt 16.0 15. 
09 19 no 00 : :::19 rt1 16.2 15. 
09 J9 - 00 09 : 00 r'M 16.1 15.3 r'flRGF. t 20. 
( 09- 19 - 00 09 : 01 F'M 16.0 15.3 llflRfiE • ::'0 
11 IF : m ·.ttl\ r NIILR or filL Gr,fI IU SIIOIJLIl III\VE AN flVr:RflGE HC PERCOH or ' lu. 
C. 
O'> - t '1 - OO 09 : o:~ r'N 1:i.O 1 ~; . ~ ['nr,'·... ~ .... 
... ~ 
- - -0·' II tJ() 09 : 0 4 f 'M 16.1 1~ . 3 flfll ,GE t ::!o 
09 - L9 - 80 09 : OJ r'M 16 .1 : ~.3 Bt r,GE :f :'0 
0?- lCf - 80 09 : OlJ r 'M 15 . 8 15 .3 Bflr,GE t ::!o 
09 - l9 - 00 09 : 07 PM 16.4 15 .4 SARGE t ::!O 
I NII!VILIUf'lL MUI. rU RC CONTE NT REAflING I S TOO HI GII 
09 - 19 - fJO 09:00 P M 15 .9 15 .4 BARGE .. ::! 
09 - J 9 ·00 09: 09 r' M 16.0 15.4 Bf'\r,GE t 20 
09 19 - 00 09: 10 r'M 16.0 15 .4 !If'lRGE t ::!O 
09 -19- 00 09 : 11 PM 15 .9 15 .4 BARGI: t 20 
rll ' 1' r.:FDIC r ClI NUMftC f, OF RE(\[lINGS Hf'lV E [IEEN TAKEN. 
09 - 19 - 00 09 : l::! r' M 16 . 3 15.4 BARGE t 20 
H'ltI VIIllIf'lL ~tfI1STlIr.:t CON TENT REf'lDING IS TOO HIGH 
0<;1 19 - 00 09 : 13 r 'N 16 . 5 1 5 .4 BARGE ... 20 
HWI V IlIUf'lL NO rSTum: CONTENT r,Ef'I[tING IS TOO HIGH 
09 - 19 -00 0 9 : 14 r'M 16 . 0 15 .4 Bf'lRGE t 20 
09 - 19- 80 09: 15 r'M 16.0 1 5 .4 Bf'lRGE :f 20 
09 10 - m> 09 : 16 F'M 16.0 15 .4 Bf'lRGE t 20 
00 - J9 - 80 09 : 17 r'M 15 .8 I J .4 BAr,GC t ::!o 
0 9 - 19 - 00 09: 18 r 'M 15 .8 15 .4 [lARGE t 20 
09 - 19--80 09 : 19 r'M 16. 0 15 .4 BflRGE t 20 
09-19 - 80 0 9 : 20 r'M 15.8 15 .4 BARGE t 20 
09 - 19 - BO 09 : 21 P~1 15.£:1 1 5 .4 BARGE ,t 20 
09 - l 9 - 80 09:::2 PM 15.0 15 .4 BARGE t 20 
09 - 19- 80 0 9 : 23 r'M 15 .8 15.4 BflRGE • 20 
09 - 1.9- 00 0 9 : 2 4 PM 15.8 15.4 BARGE t 20 
'" 09 - 19- 80 09 : 25 r 'M 16.1 15.4 [lARGE t 20 
, 
." ~ 
,') 
r' 
, 
; .~ 
.~ , 
... 
l ' 
